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APPENDIX 1 
 


OFFICIAL 


Pay Policy Statement 2019/20 


(Sections 38-43, Localism Act 2011) 


 
 


1. Introduction 
 


1.1 In accordance with Sections 38-43 of the Localism Act 2011, this document 


represents Cleveland Fire Authority’s Pay Policy Statement (PPS) for 2019/20. It sets 


out the Authority’s policies in relation to the remuneration of its staff. 


 


1.2 The PPS is subject to annual review and must be approved by the Authority for each 


financial year. It was approved on 23rd March 2018 for the year 2018/19.  


 


1.3  The PPS will be published on the Brigade’s website as soon as reasonably 


practicable after approval or amendment. 


 


 


2. Pay Structures 
 


2.1 The pay structure for employees conditioned to the scheme of conditions of service 


for local authorities’ fire and rescue services is established through national 


negotiating committees of the National Joint Council (NJC).  


 


2.2 The pay structure for employees conditioned to the scheme of conditions of service 


for local government services is established locally following the application of the 


NJC Job Evaluation Scheme which informs the locally determined Pay and Grading 


Structure. 


 


2.3 For both groups of employees, rates of pay are based on defined stages of 


development leading to demonstration of competence in the employee’s role. After all 


the applicable functions have been assessed as being achieved, competence is 


deemed to have been demonstrated and the ‘competent’ pay rate is applied. 


 


2.4 All pay awards applied to the salary scales are as agreed through the NJC and 


notified to Authorities. Employees conditioned to the scheme of conditions of service 


for local government services who are paid above the maximum of the pay spine but 


graded below Deputy Chief Officer are within the scope of the NJC.  The pay levels 


for such posts are determined locally as outlined in paragraph 2.2, but once fixed are 


increased in line with agreements reached by the NJC. 


 


2.5 The Government’s National Living Wage sets a minimum wage for all workers aged 


25 and over. This equates to an annual salary of £15,837.  Our lowest paid 


employees are paid at Grade B (Development), which is a salary of £18,065 and is 


therefore above this level.  
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3. Definitions 
 


3.1 Chief Officers in Cleveland Fire Authority are defined as being the: 
 


 Chief Fire Officer and Head of Paid Service as designated under section 4(1) of 
the Local Government and Housing Act 1989 


 Legal Advisor and Monitoring Officer as designated under section 5(1) of that Act 


 Treasurer to the Fire Authority as designated under section 151 of the Local 
Government Act 1972 


 Director of Corporate Services 


 Director of Technical Services 
 


3.2 Lowest Paid Employees: 
 
Fire-fighter (First Pay Point Development) is the lowest paid operational employee; 
this is paid after a twelve week induction. Once the employee is deemed competent 
Fire-fighter (Second Pay Point Competent) rate will apply. 
 
Grade B (First Pay Point Development) is the lowest paid non-operational employee; 
this is the starting point on appointment. Once the employee is deemed competent 
Grade B (Second Pay Point Competent) rate will apply. 
 
 


4. Remuneration of and Payments to Chief Officers 
 


4.1 Remuneration 
 
a) Chief Fire Officer 


The salary will be established via a locally negotiated pay formula which includes 


an independent consideration of comparative information and any substantial 


local factors. 


The North East Regional Employers Organisation (NEREO) will independently 


evaluate salary data on an annual basis from two lists of comparable fire and 


rescue authorities. One list measures ‘managerial responsibility’(size of Brigade) 


and the other list measures ‘risk’ based on a risk index including deprivation, 


COMAH sites etc. The comparable information is used to calculate a median 


salary with a weighting of 1: 2 between the two comparator lists. 


This formula approach was approved by the Authority in November 2007.  


b) Directors 
With effect from 1st April, each year, the annualised salaries of the Director posts 
will be set in line with the Local Government Association National joint Council for 
Brigade Managers Salaries and Numbers Survey, to retain the annualised salary 
for the two Directors at 100% of the average national salary for a Director level 
post (i.e. Assistant Chief Fire Officer) as defined in the LGA National Joint 
Council for Brigade Managers Salaries and Numbers Survey. 
 
This formula approach was approved by the Fire Authority on 12th February, 
2016. 
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c) Treasurer 


The Treasurer role is provided by Hartlepool Borough Council under a Service 
Level Agreement. No direct payments are made by the Fire Authority to the 
Treasurer. 
 


d) Legal Adviser and Monitoring Officer 
The Legal Adviser and Monitoring Officer role discharges the statutory duties of 
Monitoring Officer under Section 5 of the Local Government and Housing Act, 
1989.  The salary for this post was agreed locally, and set by The Fire Authority 
on 23rd March, 2018.  Annual pay awards applied are as agreed through the NJC 
and notified to Authorities. 


 


4.2 Increases and Additions to Remuneration 
 
Annual salary increases for the Chief Fire Officer and Directors will be constructed 
using a two-track approach as set out in paragraphs 10 and 11 of the National Joint 
Council (NJC) Scheme of Conditions of Service for Brigade Managers (‘the Gold 
Book’). The first element is a nationally negotiated basic salary increase agreed 
between the Employers and the Association of Principal Fire Officers (APFO) and the 
second is a review of locally negotiated pay formula. 


 
The Treasurer and Legal Adviser and Monitoring Officer annual increases are not 
determined by this Authority. 
 


4.3 Bonuses 


 


No bonuses will be paid to Chief Officers 


 
4.4 Performance Related Pay 


 


It is expected that Chief Officers will perform to the highest level and therefore 
performance related pay will not form part of current remuneration arrangements. 
This position will be reviewed if legislation and/or guidance relating to senior posts is 
changed. 


 


4.5       Other Payments 


A fixed sum telephone allowance is paid to those Chief Officers with an operational 
portfolio in recognition of the 24 hour ‘on call’ nature of their roles. 
 
A fully expensed car is provided to the Chief Fire Officer and Directors on a leased 
basis. The maximum annual cost of a leased car was assessed and approved by the 
Authority in 2002 based on the previous provision of a Brigade vehicle and index 
linked to NJC Pay Awards each year. Any associated costs above the approved 
maximum annual costs are paid for by the individuals.  
 
Fuel is provided for the leased vehicle of operational chief officers to reflect the 
continuous operational/on call role. Non-operational chief officers reclaim business 
miles in accordance with their terms and conditions.  
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4.6      Terms and Conditions 


Terms and Conditions of Employment are those negotiated nationally by the National 
Joint Council (NJC) Scheme of Conditions of Service for Brigade Managers (‘the 
Gold Book’) and the Joint Negotiating Committee for Local Authority Chief Officers.  


 


4.7      Future Position 


In cases of new Chief Officer’ appointments, the position and remuneration will be 
reviewed by the Fire Authority prior to recruitment. 


 


 


5. Payment to Chief Officers Upon Termination of their Employment 
 


5.1 Chief Officers who cease to hold office or be employed by the Authority will receive 
payments calculated using the same principles as any other member of staff, based 
on entitlement within their contracts of employment; their general terms and 
conditions and existing policies.  
 


5.2 In the case of termination of employment by way of early retirement, redundancy 
(voluntary or otherwise) or on the grounds of efficiency of the service, the Brigade’s 
Early Retirement and Redundancy Policy sets out provisions which apply to all staff 
regardless of their level of seniority. 
 


5.3 The Authority’s Early Retirement and Redundancy Policy also sets out the applicable 
provisions in respect of awarding additional pension entitlement by way of 
augmentation or otherwise. 


 


6. Flexible Retirements 
 


6.1 The Authority will only consider flexible retirement outside of the normal rules on an 
individual case by case basis. A full business case must be prepared in each case 
and approval will depend on the financial case and affordability.   


 


7. Retirement, Re-Engagement and Abatement 
 


7.1 In accordance with the Regulations of the relevant Pension Schemes, if an 
employee retires and then returns to work and their earnings on re-
employment (including pension) exceed their earnings before they retired, the 
Fire Authority will reduce or stop (“abatement”) the employees’ pension to the 
point where the aggregate of the pension in payment and the salary received 
on re-employment does not exceed the level of earnings directly prior to 
their retirement.  
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8. Remuneration of Lowest Paid Employees 
 


8.1 As stated in paragraph 3.2 the lowest paid operational employees are Fire-
fighter (Development) and lowest paid non-operational employees Grade B 
(First Point Development) 
 


8.2  The remuneration of these employees are: 


 Fire-fighter (Development) £23,862 


 Non-operational employees Grade B (Development)   £18,065 
 


 
9. Relationship between Remuneration of Chief Officer and Non Chief 


Officer Remuneration 
 
9.1 The pay multiple for the Authority is determined by comparing the hourly pay for the 


highest paid employee against that of the median hourly pay for the organisation as a 
whole. The current pay multiple is 5.2 


 
9.3 This Fire Authority will aim to maintain a pay multiple of less than 10  
 


 


10. Publication and Access to Information relating to Remuneration of Chief 
Officers 


 


10.1 Key documents in relation to pay are this PPS and the Authority’s Annual Statement 


of Accounts. Both of these and other information will be published on the Authority’s 


website in line with the Code of Recommended Practice for Local Authorities on Data 


Transparency.  


 


 


11. Equal Pay 
 


11.1 This Authority is committed to ensuring equal treatment between men and women so 


that men and women doing equal work and work rated as such are entitled to equal 


pay. Men and women will be given equal treatment in the terms and conditions of 


their employment contract if they do like work, work rated as such or work of equal 


value.  
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REPORT OF CHIEF FIRE OFFICER  


    


HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELLBEING AWARDS 
 
 
 


 


  


 


 
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.1 To advise Members of our success in being awarded North East Better Health at 


Work Ambassador Status and the outcome of our Institute of Occupational Safety 
and Health (IOSH) Audit which graded Cleveland Fire Brigade as Outstanding.  
 
 


2. RECOMMENDATION 
 
2.1 Members are asked to note the report.  


 
 


3. THE BETTER HEALTH AT WORK AWARD 
 


3.1 The Better Health at Work Award recognises the efforts of employers in the North 
East and Cumbria in addressing health issues within the workplace. 


 
3.2 There are four levels to the award – Bronze (achieved by Cleveland Fire Brigade in 


January 2011), Silver (achieved by Cleveland Fire Brigade in January 2012 ), Gold 
(achieved by Cleveland Fire Brigade in January 2016) and Continuing Excellence 
which Cleveland Fire Brigade have been awarded each year from January 2017 to 
January 2019. 
 


3.3 Each year North East Better Health at Work select organisations who have reached 
the Continuing Excellence Level to receive the North East Better Health at Work 
Ambassador Status Award.  Cleveland Fire Brigade have just received notification 
that we have received Ambassador Status.  Ambassador status was awarded due 
to our ongoing commitment and outstanding practice around workplace health and 
wellbeing and not only achieving but going above and beyond at every stage or the 
process. 
 


3.4 The Award of Ambassador Status will be received at the North East Better Health at 
Work Dinner which will be held on 28 March 2019. 


  


For Information 
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4. INSTITUTE OF OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH (IOSH) AUDIT 
 


4.1 Cleveland Fire Brigade has a long standing partnership with the Institute of 
Occupational Safety and Health (IOSH).   The Institution is the world's largest health 
and safety membership body.  With 44,000 members in 99 countries, IOSH is 
committed to ensuring that global work practices are safe, healthy and sustainable. 
IOSH is based in the UK and is a not-for-profit organisation.  It is also the Chartered 
body for health and safety professionals; aiming to raise standards and regulate the 
profession. 


 
4.2 In 2012 Cleveland Fire Brigade achieved accredited status from IOSH to deliver 


recognised health and safety qualifications from our Learning and Development 
Centre.  To date we have trained over 600 internal and external candidates. 


 
4.3 During week commencing 25 February 2019, IOSH undertook a quality assurance 


audit of our health and safety training programmes and delivery and have awarded 
Cleveland Fire Brigade a grade of ‘Outstanding’.  


 
4.4 This award demonstrates to underline the emphasis and commitment the Authority 


places on the safety of its employees who regularly risk their own lives to keep our 
local communities safe.  


 


 


  


 


 


IAN HAYTON      KAREN WINTER 


CHIEF FIRE OFFICER    DIRECTOR OF CORPORATE SERVICES 
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PAY ACCOUNTABILITY –  
PAY POLICY STATEMENT 2019/20 
 
REPORT OF THE LEGAL ADVISER AND  
MONITORING OFFICER 
 
 
 


                                                                                                                
    
 
 
 
   
 


 


 
 


1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 


1.1 To seek Members’ considerations on Cleveland Fire Authority’s Pay Policy 
Statement 2019/20 as outlined at Appendix 1.  
 


1.2 That in line with the provisions set out in the Localism Act 2011, the Pay Policy 
Statement is recommended to the Authority for approval at its meeting on 29 March 
2019. 
   


 
2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
2.1 That Members consider Cleveland Fire Authority’s Pay Policy Statement 2019/20 at 


Appendix 1.  
 


2.2 That Members recommend approval of the Pay Policy Statement 2019/20 at the 
Cleveland Fire Authority meeting on 29 March 2019. 
 


2.3 That the Pay Policy Statement be published by the Authority  
 
 
3. BACKGROUND 
 
3.1 The Localism Act requires relevant authorities to prepare and publish an annual pay 


policy statement (PPS). 
 
3.2 A PPS for a financial year must set out the authority’s policies for the financial year 


relating to: 


 the remuneration of its chief officers 


 the remuneration of its lowest paid employees and 


 the relationship between: 
o the remuneration of its chief officers and 
o the remuneration of its employees who are not chief officers 


 
3.3 The statement must state: 


 the definition of “lowest paid employees” adopted by the authority for the 
purposes of the statement, and 


 the authority’s reasons for adopting that definition. 


For Approval 
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3. BACKGROUND continued 
 
3.4 The Statement must include the policies relating to: 


 the level and elements of remuneration for each chief officer 


 remuneration of chief officers on recruitment 


 increases and additions to remuneration for each chief officer 


 the use of performance related pay for chief officers 


 the use of bonuses for chief officers 


 the approach to the payment of chief officers on their ceasing to hold office 
under or to be employed by the Authority, and 


 the publication of and access to information relating to the remuneration of chief 
officers 


 
3.5 A PPS for a financial year may also set out the authority’s policies for the financial 


year relating to the other terms and conditions applying to the authority’s chief 
officers. 


 
3.6 A relevant authority’s PPS must be approved by a resolution of the Authority before 


it comes into force. 
 


3.7 The first statement was approved on 31 March 2012 and each subsequent PPS 
must be prepared and approved before 31st March immediately preceding the 
financial year to which it relates. 


 
3.8 A relevant authority may by resolution amend its PPS (including after the beginning 


of the financial year to which it relates). 
 


3.9  As soon as it is reasonably practicable after approving or amending a PPS, the 
Authority must publish the statement or amended statement in such a manner as it 
thinks fit (which must include publication on the Authority’s website)  


 
 
4. GUIDANCE 
 
4.1 The Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government issued guidance 


under section 40 of the Localism Act entitled ‘Openness and Accountability in local 
pay’. It sets out the key policy principles that underpin the pay accountability 
provisions in the Act and all relevant authorities in England must have regard to this 
guidance in performing their functions in preparing and approving pay policy 
statements.   


 
4.2 Each local authority is an individual employer in its own right and has the autonomy 


to make decisions on pay that are appropriate to local circumstances and which 
deliver value for money for local taxpayers. The provisions in the Act do not seek to 
change this or to determine what decisions on pay should be taken or what policies 
that individual employing authorities should have in place. Rather, they only require 
that authorities are more open about their own local policies and how their local 
decisions are made.  
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5. CLEVELAND FIRE AUTHORITY’S PAY POLICY STATEMENT  
 
5.1 Cleveland Fire Authority’s Pay Policy Statement 2019/20 is attached at Appendix 1.  


The statement has been produced in line with the provisions of the Localism Act 
2011 and the guidance produced by the Secretary of State for Communities and 
Local Government.  


 
5.2 The 2019/20 Pay Policy Statement has been updated to reflect any changes that 


have taken place during the year.  Any changes from last year have been 
highlighted in yellow on the attached Appendix 1.  


 
 
 
 
 
 
PETER DEVLIN 
LEGAL ADVISER AND MONITORING OFFICER 
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In accordance with Standing Order No. 35 Councillor Paul Kirton substituted for Councillor 
William Woodhead. 
 
84. DECLARATION OF MEMBERS INTERESTS 
 It was noted no Declarations of Interests were submitted to the meeting.    
 
85. MINUTES 


RESOLVED - that the Minutes of the Executive Committee on 23 November 
2018 be confirmed.   
  


86. REPORTS OF THE CHIEF FIRE OFFICER  
86.1 Community Safety Strategy  
 The Director of Technical Services (DoTS) referred Members to the Community 


Safety Strategy, as attached at Appendix 1, and reported that its key aim is to 
support the strategic outcomes underpinning the strategic goal of Safer, Stronger 
Communities. 


 
 He reported that the strategy was set out into a number of themes aimed at making 


a significant and positive impact on mitigating risk and the safety of communities; 
these being: 


 
 


 


C L E V E L A N D   F I R E   A U T H O R I T Y 


 


  
MINUTES OF  EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING 


 
     25 JANUARY 2019   


PRESENT: CHAIR 
Councillor Jan Brunton Dobson - Middlesbrough Council 
HARTLEPOOL BOROUGH COUNCIL 
Councillor Rob Cook  


  


 


 


 


 


 


APOLOGIES: 


 


REDCAR & CLEVELAND BOROUGH COUNCIL 
Councillor Mary Ovens  
STOCKTON ON TEES BOROUGH COUNCIL 
Councillors Jean O’Donnell, Paul Kirton (Sub)  
AUTHORISED OFFICERS 
Director of Corporate Services, Legal Adviser & Monitoring Officer , 
Treasurer 
BRIGADE OFFICERS  
Director of Technical Services 
Martin Miley – Station Manager (observing)  
 
Chief Fire Officer 
Councillor Tom Mawston – Middlesbrough Council 
Councillor Ray Goddard – Redcar & Cleveland Borough Council 
Councillor William Woodhead – Stockton Borough Council 
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      EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE  
                   25 JANUARY 2019 


 
 
86.1 Community Safety Strategy cont.  


 Safer Homes 


 Safer Buildings  


 Safer Roads 


 Safer High Hazard 
Industries 


 Safer Neighbourhoods and the 
Environment  


 Supported National Resilience 


 Improved Health Outcomes  


   
 To support the implementation of the strategy each theme will be underpinned by 


delivery plans which can be adapted going forward to reflect changes to risk profiles 
and any other emerging risks.  


 
 The DoTS reported that the document had been Equality Impact Assessed with no 


detrimental impact on any group and was considered to have a positive impact on 
community cohesion and relationships. 


 
  Councillor Ovens asked if the recent campaign to provide locks on bins in certain 


parts of the Brigade area was a partnership initiative. The DoTS confirmed that the 
Brigade had identified hotspots through carrying out arson audits and one of these 
was the security of refuse bins.  


 
 The Chair thanked all officers and members of staff involved in producing and 


delivering the strategy and stated that given the reduction in funding it was 
commendable that the Brigade continued to make vulnerable people a priority. 


 
  RESOLVED - That the Community Safety Strategy at Appendix 1 be noted.  
  
86.2 Health & Safety Strategy 2018-22 
 The DoTS reported that this strategy aims to set out a clear framework for Health & 


Safety for the next four years based around the Brigade’s number one value ‘safety’ 
by supporting people in the delivery of risk critical services. 


 
 He referred Members to the strategy, attached at Appendix 1, and reported that it 


had been aligned to three broad outcomes: 
 


 Legally Compliant  


 Staff Competence in Safety 


 Positive Safety Culture  
 
 He reported that Cleveland had the second lowest rate of injury/accidents in the 


country going back to 2016/17 which was a fantastic achievement supported by 
strong leadership in Health & Safety and an embedded culture. 


 
 The Chair asked if there had been a reduction in incidents of violence towards staff 


since the trial of body worn cameras.  The DoTS reported that an evaluation would 
be carried out once the pilot was completed and the details reported back to the 
Authority.  


 
 Councillor Kirton asked whether the cameras recorded audio and video footage. 


The DoTS confirmed that they did record both. 
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86.2 Health & Safety Strategy 2018-22 cont. 
  Councillor Cook referred to paragraph 6.3 on page 21 of the strategy which detailed 


the vehicle accident figures for 2015/16 and asked for current figures. The DoTS 
confirmed that 41 accidents per year were reported for both 2016/17 and 2017/18 
and a slight reduction was expected for 2018/19 owing to the various measures that 
have been implemented to address the levels.   


 
 Councillor Cook asked what percentage of accidents were attributed to Brigade 


driver error. The DoTS confirmed that two thirds were caused by ‘human error’ with 
the rest caused by a third party. He added that an enhanced training provision has 
been provided to reduce this figure which currently puts the Brigade in the 3rd 
bottom quartile nationally.  


     
 RESOLVED – that the Health & Safety Strategy 2018-22 at Appendix 1 be 


noted.  
 
 


86.3 HMICFRS Inspections 2018/19 – Summary of Findings from Tranche 1 
The Director of Corporate Services (DoCS) provided Members with details of the 
findings from the first tranche of inspections undertaken in 14 fire and rescue 
authorities (FRAs) as detailed at Appendix 1.  
 
She referred Members to the table at section 3.4 of the report giving an overview of 
how the 14 FRAs had been rated from Outstanding, Good, Requires Improvement 
or Inadequate on the three pillars of judgement: Effective; Efficiency; People.  
 
The DoCS reported that she had attended a HMICFRS event in London on 21 
January with the Chair which focused on the outcomes from Tranche 1 inspections 
and sector improvement. 
 
Nick Hurd, Minister of State for Policing and Fire, had addressed the event stating 
that he thought even though the Fire and Rescue Service was recognised as a 
world class service it needed to drive improvement and value for money in line with  
the Government’s Reform Agenda. 
 
The DoCS reported that Zoe Billingham of HMICFRS had outlined many positives 
from the first tranche of inspections and provided a list of areas of focus for 
improvement from each of the pillars. She had also indicated that early Findings 
from Tranche 2 inspections had revealed similar issues. 
 
Locally, the DoCS reported that the new Service Liaison Lead (SLL) Keith 
Carruthers made his first inspection visit to Cleveland on 22 January where he 
visited Hartlepool Community Fire Station, attended the Employee Health & 
Wellbeing Board and spent time with Risk and Performance and the Area Manager 
for Emergency Response.        


 
In preparation for inspection, which would be in the third and final tranche 
scheduled to take place in Spring/Summer 2019, the Authority was continuing to 
produce its self- assessment which would be shared with Members once 
completed.    
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86.3 HMICFRS Inspections 2018/19 – Summary of Findings from Tranche 1 cont. 
The Chair noted that the Authority needed funding to change to protect the 
community of Cleveland and would need to concentrate its efforts to lobby 
parliament.   
 
Councillor Cook stated that while Cleveland continued to deliver an excellent 
service on a reduced budget the Government would not consider the need for extra 
funding.  
 
Councillor Ovens noted that as austerity had hit the Authority early and it did not 
have massive reserves to fall back on it had already put efficiency measures in 
place and though it continues to achieve good results it was rapidly approaching the 
limit in relation to budget cuts.  
 
RESOLVED – that the HMICFRS’ summary of findings from their inspection of 
the fourteen ‘Tranche 1’ fire and rescue services attached at Appendix 1 be 
noted.  


 
 
87. LOCAL GOVERNMENT (ACCESS TO INFORMATION) (VARIATION ORDER) 
  2006 


RESOLVED “That Under Section 100(A) (4) of the Local Government Act 1972, the press and public be 
excluded from the meeting for the following item of business, on the grounds that it involves the likely 
disclosure of exempt information as defined in paragraphs 3 and 4 of Part 1 Schedule 12A of the Local 
Government Act 1972 as amended by the Local Government (Access to Information) (Variation) Order 
2006, namely information relating to any financial or business affairs of any particular person (including 
the authority) holding that information and namely information relating to any consultations or 
negotiations, or contemplated consultations or negotiations, in connection with any labour relations 
matter arising between the authority or a Minister of the Crown and employees of, or office holders 
under, the authority.” 


 
88. CONFIDENTIAL MINUTES 
   RESOLVED - that the Confidential Minutes of the Executive Committee held 


on 23 November 2018 be confirmed. 
 


89. CONFIDENTIAL JOINT REPORT OF THE CHIEF FIRE OFFICER AND 
TREASURER 


 
89.1 Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) 2018/19 to 2022/23 and Reserves 


Strategy  
 The Treasurer provided a detailed presentation relating to the MTFS 2018/19 – 


2022/23 and Reserves Strategy.  
 
90. CONFIDENTIAL REPORTS OF THE CHIEF FIRE OFFICER 
90.1 Fire /Police Collaboration Update 
 The Director of Technical Services updated Members on current and future plans 


for Fire / Police collaboration. 
 
90.2 Procurement Update Report 
  Members received details relating to contract letting procedures and exemptions to 


contract procure rules. 
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90.3  Refurbishment of Guisborough and Loftus Fire Stations – Tender Acceptance 
 Members considered Tender submissions for the refurbishment of Guisborough and 


Loftus Fire Stations.  
  
  


 
COUNCILLOR JAN BRUNTON DOBSON 
CHAIR 
 
 
 
 
 








 
 


 
 
 


6th Floor, Globe House,  
89 Eccleston Square, London, SW1V 1PN 


Direct Line: 020 3513 0524   
Fax: 020 3513 0650 
Email: zoe.billingham@hmicfrs.gov.uk  
 
Zoë Billingham BA Hons (Oxon) 
Her Majesty’s Inspector of Constabulary 
Her Majesty’s Inspector of Fire and 
Rescue Services 


 
Chief fire officers  
Chairs of fire and rescue authorities  
Police, fire and crime commissioners  
Police and crime commissioners  
Lead fire authority members  
Locally elected mayors  
Other FRS interested parties  
 


 
 
 
 
 


28 February 2019 


 
Dear Colleague 
 
FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE INSPECTIONS UPDATE 
 
Thank you to tranche 2 services for their co-operation during the inspection process.  We 
are currently analysing the evidence and drafting the service reports, which we will share 
with services in late-April for fact checking. These reports - alongside a national summary 
report – will be published in early summer. This letter provides an update on other aspects 
of the fire and rescue service (FRS) inspection programme. 
 
Tranche three fieldwork 
 
2. The inspection timetable for tranche three is now finalised and dates are set out in 
the table at Annex A. I would like to thank service liaison officers (SLO) for co-ordinating 
the document and data returns and for working with us to identify the most appropriate 
inspection dates for services.  We have worked to accommodate preferences as far as 
possible. Please contact your respective chief of staff (COS) in the first instance if you 
have any questions about the timing for tranche three activity.   
 
Strategic briefing 
 
3. I’d like to take this opportunity to remind you about strategic briefings. The strategic 
briefing is where the chief fire officer and their team sets out to their HMI and supporting 
team how their service operates and the challenges it faces, future plans, areas of good 
practice and areas identified as requiring improvement. The briefing should take place 
around two weeks in advance of the fieldwork week, last no more than three hours and be 
based on the service’s self-assessment. Each service’s SLL will provide additional 
guidance on how to prepare for the strategic briefing.   
  
4.   For services in tranche 3, your SLL will liaise with your SLO to arrange a date for 
the strategic briefing.  The table at Annex A sets out the proposed date when your 
respective HMI is available. We will provide the key lines of enquiry to be discussed during 
the strategic briefing two weeks before the strategic briefing.   
 
 



mailto:zoe.billingham@hmicfrs.gov.uk





 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


Hot debrief 
 
5. Following feedback from our staff after the first tranche of inspections, we made 
changes to our inspection timetable and moved the hot debrief to take place the week after 
fieldwork. We believe this change has worked well for both our staff and for services.  I 
have therefore decided to keep the timetable in the same format for tranche three.  As a 
brief reminder, we use the hot debrief to provide an early summary of our findings to the 
chief fire officer and chair of the authority (or equivalent).  Your SLL will liaise with your 
SLO to find a suitable time to hold the hot debrief for your inspection.  
 
Staff survey  
 


6. We are in the process of finalising the results of the HMICFRS staff survey results 
for tranche 1 and tranche 2 services. We will share these with services in a way that 
ensures the anonymity of respondents is protected. The staff survey for tranche 3 will be 
circulated to tranche 3 services for completion w/c 4 March 2019.  We would be very 
grateful for any help you can provide in promoting the staff survey, as the higher the 
response rate, the more useful the results will be to you. 
 


Power BI 
 
7. We are pleased to let you know that Microsoft introduced the functionality to export 
Power Bi dashboards to PowerPoint or PDF (with your selected filters applied) last week. 
This means that you can download a copy of the report with a service selected from the 
dropdown menus.  Follow the link here for instructions on how to do this.  
 


8.  We are aware that many of you have wanted to have a printable version of the 
dashboards and we hope that this new functionality will be beneficial to you. However, we 
would also like to make sure that you are fully aware of the limitations associated with this. 
Our dashboards are live. If we have a significant update in data we will make sure we tell 
you, but the risk of turning the dashboards into a static document is that you will miss 
these changes. Therefore, we encourage you to still use the dashboards as a live online 
document where possible, and to think about how you can get the best out of this on 
inspection. We are happy to help you explore some of the functionality described above, 
so please get in touch with the analyst team at FRSInspectionData@hmicfrs.gov.uk if you 
would like some help.  
 
Power BI additional licences 


 


9.  Earlier this month, we wrote to services as we have now secured an additional 
Power BI licence for each service. If you haven’t already requested the additional login, 
you can do this by emailing FRSInspectionData@hmicfrs.gov.uk with an email address for 
a secondary PowerBI SPOC.  This person will be provided with details of a new PowerBI 
login and password. 
 
 
 
 



https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/end-user-filtered-export-capabilities-now-available/

mailto:FRSInspectionData@hmicfrs.gov.uk

mailto:FRSInspectionData@hmicfrs.gov.uk





 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


Conference commitments  
 


10.  Thank you to all those who provided feedback following our recent chiefs and chairs 
conference in London. Feedback was extremely positive, with everyone who responded 
saying they would like us to arrange similar events in the future. We received some useful 
suggestions for how the agenda could be improved, including facilitating more in-depth 
discussions on emerging themes and notable practice. We will arrange a follow-up 
conference in September.  
 


10.  During the conference we outlined our early thinking about how we could inspect 
corporate governance and our intention to monitor how services are responding to 
inspection. Work to develop both these aspects continues. I will provide a further update in 
due course and look forward to getting your views on these proposals as they go out for 
consultation.  
 
11.  If you require any further information about the inspection programme then please 
do not hesitate to contact either me or Laura Gibb via (LauraAlice.Gibb@hmicfrs.gov.uk) 
or her successor Alex Hill from 4 March via (alex.hill31@homeoffice.gov.uk).  
   
Thank you again for your continued support of our inspection programme.  
 
Yours sincerely 


 
Zoë Billingham 
HM Inspector of Constabulary 
HM Inspector of Fire and Rescue Services 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



mailto:LauraAlice.Gibb@hmicfrs.gov.uk

mailto:alex.hill31@homeoffice.gov.uk





 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


Annex A 
 
 


FRS Discovery 


Strategic 


briefing 


(proposed)* 


Fieldwork 
Hot debrief 


(proposed) 


North Yorkshire 


(NYF) 


 11/12 


&15/16 


Apr 


15 May  w/c 3 Jun w/c 10 Jun 


Gloucestershire 


(GLF) 
w/c 8 Apr 14 or 16 May w/c 3 Jun w/c 10 Jun 


West Yorkshire 


(WYF) 
w/c 1 Apr 30 May 


w/c 10 


Jun 
w/c 17 Jun 


East Sussex 


(ESF) 


w/c 22 


Apr 


29, 30 or 31 


May 


w/c 10 


Jun 
w/c 17 Jun 


Cumbria 


(CUF) 


w/c 22 


Apr 
29 May 


w/c 17 


Jun 
w/c 24 Jun 


Derbyshire  


(DRF) 


w/c 22 


Apr 
4 or 6 June 


w/c 17 


Jun 
w/c 24 Jun 


Devon and 


Somerset 


(DSF) 


w/c 29 


Apr 
11 June  


w/c 24 


Jun 
w/c 1 Jul 


Buckinghamshire  


(BUF)  


w/c 29 


Apr 
10 or 12 June  


w/c 24 


Jun 
w/c 1 Jul 


Suffolk 


(SKF) 
w/c 6 May 26 June w/c 1 Jul w/c 8 Jul 


Essex  


(EXF) 


w/c 29 


Apr 
24 June w/c 1 Jul w/c 8 Jul 


Cleveland  


(CLF) 


w/c 13 


May 
19 June w/c 8 Jul w/c 15 Jul  


South Yorkshire 


(SYF) 


w/c 22 


Apr 
14 May w/c 15 Jul w/c 22 Jul 


Durham and 


Darlington (DDF) 


w/c 13 


May 
27 June w/c 15 Jul w/c 22 Jul 


Staffordshire 


(SFF) 


w/c 3 


June 


9, 10 or 11 


July 
w/c 22 Jul w/c 29 Jul 


London 


(LOF) 


w/c 6 and 


27 May 


8, 9 or 10 


July 


w/c 22 Jul 


(two 


weeks) 


w/c 5 t h Aug 


 


* Note strategic briefing dates for Northern region are still to be confirmed. SLL will liaise with SLO once HMI 


availability is known.  
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SAFE PLACE SCHEME 
 
REPORT OF CHIEF FIRE OFFICER 
 
 
 


                                     
   
 
 


 
   


 
 


1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 


1.1 To inform Members of the Brigade’s commitment to the Tees-wide ‘Safe Place’ 
Scheme which aims to provide a network of support for vulnerable people within 
communities across the Tees Valley area.  
 
 


2. RECOMMENDATION 
 
2.1 That Members note the report. 


 
 


3. SAFE PLACE SCHEME 
 
3.1 The ‘Safe Place’ Scheme is a nationwide support network for some of the most 


vulnerable people within our communities. It involves the identification of premises 


allocated as ‘Safe Places’ within  local areas that support people to feel safer and 


reassured to live independently. 


 


3.2 The idea behind the scheme is to assist vulnerable people if they are in danger; 


being victimised; suffering threat, hate crime or verbal abuse in the street; feeling 


vulnerable; are disabled; or people who may just need extra support.  


 
3.3 The Tees-wide Safe Places scheme is coordinated by the Tees-wide Safeguarding 


Adults Board (TSAB) on behalf of all 4 Local Authorities. It operates across the 
Tees Valley by offering support and help on buildings where the symbol below is 
displayed.   


 
3.4 Tees-wide Safe Places Scheme provides people with: 


 


• Somewhere safe and friendly 


• Staff to understand and give reassurance 


• Staff to listen and provide help and advice 


• Somewhere to make a phone call 


• Information, signposting. 


 
3.5 The Brigade recognises Safeguarding as a priority and this facility may also be a 


safe haven for more substantial issues e.g. anyone fleeing the trauma of abuse, 
exploitation, modern day slavery and human trafficking.  


For Information 
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3.6 All of the Brigade’s whole-time fire stations are now designated as ‘Safe Places’ 


assisting the Partnership initiative and enhancing community facilities. The 
Brigade’s website, the TSAB site and the national Safe Places site have been 
updated for community user information and general awareness. 


 
3.7 Further information on the scheme can be found at https://www.tsab.org.uk/key-


information/find-support-in-your-area/safe-place-scheme/ 
 


 
 
IAN HAYTON               KAREN WINTER 
CHIEF FIRE OFFICER   DIRECTOR OF CORPORATE SERVICES 
 



https://www.tsab.org.uk/key-information/find-support-in-your-area/safe-place-scheme/

https://www.tsab.org.uk/key-information/find-support-in-your-area/safe-place-scheme/
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REPORT OF CHIEF FIRE OFFICER  


   HMICFRS FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE 
INSPECTIONS 2018/19 – UPDATE  


 
 
 


 


  


 


 
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.1 To provide Members with an update on the HMICFRS Inspections programme 


2018/19 as outlined in the letter from the HM Inspector of Fire and Rescue Services 
at Appendix 1. 
 
 


2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
2.1 Members are asked to note the report, specifically the timetable for HMICFRS 


Tranche 3 inspection activities for the Authority, as detailed at Appendix 1.  
 
 


3. BACKGROUND 
 


3.1 As part of its reform agenda, the Government has introduced an independent 
inspection regime for Fire and Rescue Authorities in England – and the fire and 
rescue service they oversee. The inspections are delivered by Her Majesty’s 
Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire & Rescue Services (HMICFRS). The chief 
fire and rescue inspector and inspectors of fire and rescue authorities in England 
have powers of inspection given to them by the Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004, 
as amended by the Policing and Crime Act 2017. 
 


3.2 The inspectorate provides a crucial assurance function to consider how effective 
and efficient fire and rescue authorities are, how well they manage their people and 
whether they are fulfilling their statutory obligations. The inspectorate also highlights 
good practice and identifies areas where improvement is needed so that remedial or 
constructive action can be taken. 
 


3.3 The first tranche of inspections commenced in June 2018 and were undertaken in 
14 fire and rescue services. A summary of findings was published in December 
2018 and reported to the Executive Committee at its meeting on 25 January 2019 
and the full Fire Authority on 15 February 2019.  
 


3.4 Tranche Two inspections commenced in September 2018 and the findings are 
currently being analysed. A draft service report is due to be completed by late April, 
with the final reports and a national summary expected to be published in early 
summer.   


For Information 
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4. INSPECTION TIMETABLE FOR CLEVELAND 


 
4.1 As previously reported, Cleveland Fire Authority will be inspected in the third 


tranche and the timetable of activity has now been finalised by the HMICFRS to 
take place in Summer 2019 as follows:  


  


 
  


  


IAN HAYTON      KAREN WINTER 


CHIEF FIRE OFFICER    DIRECTOR OF CORPORATE SERVICES 


 


                INSPECTION ACTIVITY FOR CLEVELAND 


 Discovery Strategic 
Briefing 


Fieldwork Proposed       
Hot Debrief 


 


Week 
Commencing 


13 May 19 June 8 July 15 July 
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APPENDIX 1  


Gender Pay Gap Report 


Introduction 


Cleveland Fire Brigade is an employer required by law to carry out Gender Pay 


Reporting under the Equality Act 2010 (Gender Pay Gap Information) 
Regulations 2017. 


The data used in this report is based on the full pay relevant employees for 
Cleveland Fire Brigade as at the end of March 2018.  The total number of staff 


in scope was 577, of which 473 were male and 104 female.  The table below 


shows the gender profile of the Brigade at 31st March 2018, compared to 31st 
March 2017.   


 


 


Gender pay reporting involves carrying out six calculations that show the 


difference between the average earnings of men and women in our 
organisation; it does not involve publishing individual employees data.  


 


We are required to publish the results on our own website and the government 


website by 31st March, 2019. 


 


We can use these results to assess: 


 the levels of gender equality in our workplace 


 the balance of male and female employees at different levels 
 how effectively skills are being maximised and rewarded. 


 


The challenge in our organisation, and across the UK, is to eliminate any 
gender pay gap. 


 


Gender Pay Reporting requires our organisation to make calculations based on 


employee gender. This is established by using our existing HR and payroll 
records. All employees can confirm and update their records if they choose to 


by contacting the HR department. 


 


 


Number % Number % Number % Number %


Uniformed Wholetime 360 95.5% 17 4.5% 326 95.3% 16 4.7%


Retained 62 96.9% 2 3.1% 92 97.9% 2 2.1%


Control 2 9.1% 20 90.9% 2 8.3% 22 91.7%


Support Staff 46 40.3% 68 59.7% 53 45.3% 64 54.7%


All Staff 470 81.5% 107 18.5% 473 82.0% 104 18.0%


2017/2018 2018/2019


Full pay relevant 


employees


Male Female Male Female
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1. Mean Gender Pay Gap 


This is the difference between the mean (or average) hourly rate of pay of 


male full pay relevant employees and that of female full pay relevant 
employees. 


      


For mean hourly pay it can be seen that there is a negative gender pay gap 
across the organisation meaning that male staff are paid more than female 


staff on average. This is slightly higher than last years figure of 6.3% (£0.93) 
but significantly lower than the reported national average of 18%. 


 


2. Median Gender Pay Gap  


This is the difference between the median hourly rate of pay of male full pay 


relevant employees and that of female full pay relevant employees.  The 


median is the middle value in a list of values sorted in ascending order from 


lowest to highest. It is the data value at which 50% of data values are above it 


and 50% of data values are below it.  


The median is used because the distribution of earnings is skewed, with more 


people earning lower salaries than higher salaries. When using the mean to 


calculate the average of a skewed distribution, it is highly influenced by those 


values at the upper end of the distribution and thus may not be truly 


representative of the average earnings of a typical person. By taking the 


middle value of the data after sorting in ascending order, the median avoids 


this issue and is therefore considered a better indicator of typical “average” 


earnings. 
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    The data shows that overall, for median hourly pay, there is a gender pay 
gap of 4% which is due to the higher number of male staff to female staff in 


senior operational roles. This is an increase on last years median gender pay 
gap which was 3% (£0.43).  


 


3. Mean Bonus Gender Pay Gap, Median Bonus Gender Pay Gap, and 


proportion of males and females receiving bonus payments. 


These three calculations measure the difference between the mean and median 


bonus pay paid to male relevant employees and that paid to female relevant 
employees, and the proportions of male and female relevant employees who 


were paid bonus pay during the relevant peiod.   


Cleveland Fire Authority expects that staff will perform to the highest level and 
therefore bonus payments and performance related pay enhancements do not 


form part of this Authority’s remuneration package for any staff.  We are 
therefore not required to report on the three questions relating to Mean bonus 


gender pay gap, Median gender pay gap, and proportion of male and female 
employees receiving bonus payments. 


 


 


4. Proportion of males and females in each quartile band 


This shows the proportions of male and female full pay relevant employees in 


four quartile pay bands, which is done by dividing the workforce into four equal 
parts ranked in order from the lowest hourly rate to the highest.  This indicates 


the distribution of full pay relevant male and female employees across the 
organisation. 
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Mean Hourly Pay 


  MALE FEMALE   


  Hr Rate No. Hr Rate No. Pay Gap 


Lower Quartile £10.61 91 £11.30 54 -6.5% 


Lower Middle Quartile £13.95 137 £14.04 7 -0.6% 


Upper Middle Quartile £14.13 123 £14.36 21 -1.6% 


Upper Quartile £19.00 122 £18.94 22 0.3% 


 


For mean hourly pay it can be seen that there is a positive gender pay gap in 
the lower quartile, a small positive pay gap in the lower middle and upper 


quartile, with female staff being paid more than male staff, and a small 


negative gender pay gap in the upper upper quartile where male staff are on 
average paid more than their female counterparts. The above reflects the 


higher number of males undertaking operational middle manager and on-call 
retained roles.  The lower quartile indicates our largest area for female staff, 


some of whom are in lower graded administrative roles contracted to the 
National Joint Council (NJC) Green Book terms and conditions. The rates of pay 


are lower compared to the operational roles, which are governed by the NJC 
Grey Book terms and conditions.  


 


What does this mean? 


The Gender Pay Gap figure is calculated to reflect the differences between 
average hourly rates of pay for men and women. The closer this figure is to 


zero then the less likelihood there is of pay gap inequalities.  


A gender pay gap does not necessarily mean that we have acted 


inappropriately or discriminatorily and should not be confused with equal pay 


which deals with the pay differences between men and women who carry out 
the same jobs, or work of equal value. 


A gender pay gap shows the difference between the average (mean or median) 
earnings of men and women expressed as a percentage of mens earnings.  
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Used to its full potential, gender pay gap reporting is a valuable tool for 
assessing levels of equality in the workplace, female and male participation, 


and how effectively skills are being maximised. 


The gender pay gap varies by occupation, age group, and working patterns.  


The gap tends to be higher in industry sectors, such as finance, energy, and 
construction sectors, and lower in sectors such as administration, support 


services, and health and social work. 


Occupations where women are under represented typically produce higher pay 


gaps.  Unequal sharing of child care responsibilities for example contributes to 
a higher proportion of women taking part-time work, which is generally lower 


paid.  The Office for National Statistics in 2015 reported that mothers were still 
providing 74% of total childcare time. 


There is evidence of occupational segregation i.e. the clustering of men and 


women into different levels and types of work.   


 


 


 18% of all employees are female, 82% male 


 8.4 % of Uniformed employees (all categories including WT, RDS and 
Control) are female, 91.6% male  


 54.7% of Support employees are female, 45.3% male 


 50.7% of the Cleveland population are female, 49.3% are male 


When comparing median hourly pay, there is a 4% gender pay gap across the 
organisation as a whole compared to 3% the previous year(see section 2). 


Grey book staff make up 80% of the workforce, and 55% of all staff are in the 
firefighter role. Firefighter pay is the median hourly pay for both men and 


women across all staff, as well as for grey book staff. There is a gender pay 
gap amongst Control staff as there are only 2 male staff in this group. There is 


no gender pay gap for green book staff when comparing median hourly rates. 
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However using mean hourly pay, there is a gender pay gap in each of the  


occupational groups taken separately, and a positive gender pay gap for green 
book staff as females are paid more than males on average in this group. For 


the organisation as a whole, there is also a gender pay gap for mean hourly 
pay. The reason for this is that grey book staff are predominantly male, and 


mean male hourly pay is higher than mean female hourly pay as most female 
grey book staff are in firefighter roles. 


 
Addressing The Gender Pay Gap 


 
Societal Attitudes 


 
The Brigade recognises that occupational segregation in the organisation is the 


primary cause of the pay gaps, arising primarily from societal attitudes that 


shape employment patterns, particularly in the Fire Service labour market.  
 


The Brigade has introduced an Equality Impact Assessment process to ensure 
that equality issues are considered at the formative stages of policy 


formulation, and which ensures that each policy supports the Brigade’s 
commitment to equality. Through these measures the Brigade seeks to ensure 


that the individual needs of employees can be accommodated.  
 


The Brigade considers that occupational segregation can best be addressed by 
ensuring our recruitment, development and promotion processes are free from 


discriminatory elements, and encourage applications from all parts of the 
organisation and the community.  


 
The Brigade believes that the incorporation of procedures that permit flexibility 


within employees’ terms and conditions will help employees achieve a healthy 


work/life balance, and permit them to meet personal challenges without 
compromising their professional and career development.  


 
The Brigade’s recruitment and selection processes have been accredited 


through the “Disability Confident Employer” scheme as being fair and free from 


Grey Book Median Hr Rate Mean Hr Rate


Male £14.10 £14.89


Female £14.10 £13.91


Pay Gap 0.00% 6.55%


Green Book Median Hr Rate Mean Hr Rate


Male £12.13 £12.79


Female £12.13 £13.28


Pay Gap 0.00% -3.85%


Control Median Hr Rate Mean Hr Rate


Male £15.68 £15.68


Female £14.83 £14.83


Pay Gap 5.43% 5.42%
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discrimination. This accreditation is supported through the gathering of 
diversity information in recruitment and promotion processes, creating the 


ability to monitor our success in attracting applicants from all sections of the 
community, and those groups protected under the Equality Act 2010.  


 
The progress of candidates through the stages of the selection process is 


monitored, providing the Brigade with the ability to identify applicants from 
protected groups to meet our criteria. This monitoring permits us to review 


processes, and make improvements where necessary.  
 


The Brigade recognises that female employees are proportionately more likely 
to have primary care responsibilities than male counterparts, and that disabled 


employees cannot always work the same hours or working patterns as their 


colleagues. The Brigade also acknowledges that this can result in some 
employees leaving the workplace, accepting part time jobs, or that their career 


development is inhibited. The Brigade has therefore incorporated a range of 
measures into its employee practices to promote flexibility, and support 


employees. These arrangements include Flexible Working, an Annualised 
Hourse Scheme and the provision of a Childcare voucher scheme.  


 
Female staff can mostly be found in the “lower” quartile. However, there is 


actually a larger proportion of male staff compared to female staff in this 
quartile, due to the overrepresentation of men in the organization as a whole 


and particularly in the on-call “retained” cohort. When support staff are looked 
at in isolation, there is still an over representation of females in the lower 


quartiles. Women are under represented in management and senior positions. 
 


As such the pattern of part time work is consistent with the general trends 


across UK workplaces. As these part time workers earn the same hourly rate 
as their full time colleagues this has no direct impact on the pay gap. It is 


widely acknowledged however that part-time working can delay the career 
development, and reinforce organisational segregation. The impact of part time 


working on life time earnings can therefore be significant, and there is an over 
representation of women in part time roles. 


 
As occupational segregation is strongly influenced by deeply rooted societal 


factors, the Brigade considers that reducing pay gaps through delivering 
balance in the representation of employees from all backgrounds remains 


challenging. Nevertheless the Brigade is committed to fairness within the 
workplace, and will continue to build on its solid foundations. 
 


Equal Pay 


 
The Brigade is committed to the principles of equal pay and to ensuring that 


these are applied to all employees through the use of fair and transparent 
working practices and systems which are based on objective criteria.  


 


To ensure pay equity amongst its employees, the Brigade introduced a pay and 
grading structure for support staff based on the outcomes of a comprehensive 
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Job Evaluation (JE) project. The JE project was founded on the National Joint 
Council’s Job Evaluation Scheme which assesses the demands of jobs and 


assigns pay grades using gender neutral, evidence based criteria.  Newly 
created posts within the structure continue to be assigned to a pay grade 


through the same robust job evaluation process. The process also provides a 
mechanism for the review and regrading of existing roles as required.  
 


The pay structure of uniformed employees is agreed at a UK level by the 
National Joint Council (NJC) for Local Authorities’ Fire and Rescue Services, 


and is based on sound principles that preclude inequalities.  
 


The Brigade is therefore confident that its gender pay gap does not stem from 


paying men and women differently for the same or equivalent work. Rather its 
gender pay gap is the result of the roles in which men and women work within 


the organisation and the salaries that these roles attract. 
 


Future Initiatives 
 


The Brigade has in place an Equality Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) strategy that 


supports its work on EDI including addressing the gender pay gap.  Further 
details about how the Brigade’s EDI strategy supports the work to address our 


gender pay gap can be found by following this link. 


 


Our work includes:  
 


 Forming partnerships with other organisations to develop benchmarking 
criteria, and identify best practice.  


 


 Keeping the Recruitment and Selection policy and procedure under 
review to ensure it remains free from discriminatory elements and 


actively encourages and supports applicants from all sections of the 


workforce and wider communities. 
 


 Increase the number of Positive Action campaigns we undertake to 


encourage applicants from all sections of the community to seek 
employment with the Brigade, and to address societal stereotypes 


regarding traditional patterns of employment.  
 


 Develop employee forums and support networks to identify areas of best 


practice in our employment practices, and identify areas for 
improvement.  


 


 Examine the potential of Apprenticeship Schemes to assist young people 
from different backgrounds achieve employment with the Brigade.  


 


Throughout these processes, the Brigade will work in partnership with the 
Trade Unions to ensure the processes are subject to scrutiny and challenge.  
 


By ensuring that equality is at the heart of our pay grading, recruitment, 


development and promotion systems, the Brigade will ensure equality of pay 
and opportunity for all employees, and seek to develop an engaged, high 



http://fish/BrigadeInfo/Documents/Equality%20Diversity%20and%20Inclusion%20Strategy%20v7.pdf
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quality workforce that is representative of our communities in all functions and 
at all levels of the organisation. 


 


5. Definitions 


Employee – an employee is anyone with a contract of employment; workers 
and agency workers with a contract to do work or provide services; some self-


employed people where they have to personally perform the work; police 
officers and the armed forces.  More details about who counts as an employee 


can be found in the Gender Pay Gap guide at www.acas.org.uk/genderpay 


Full-Pay relevant employee – is any employee who is employed on the 


relevant date and who is paid their full basic pay. Employees who receive no 
pay at all during the relevant pay period are excluded from the gender pay gap 


calculations. 


Relevant date – This is the key date that many of the details needed to carry 
out the calculations will come from.  It is also the date from which the 


employer has one year to publish their gender pay report.  This will always be 
31st March for specified public authorities where they have 250 or more 


employees, and 5th April for everyone else. 


Ordinary Pay – this includes basic pay, allowances, pay for piecework, pay for 


leave, and shift allowances.  It only includes money and excludes any benefits 
in kind.  It does not include pay related to overtime, redundancy, termination, 


or pay in lieu. 


Bonus Pay – includes anything that relates to profit sharing, performance, 


productivity, incentive and commission.  Bonus pay does not include pay 
related to overtime, redundancy or termination of employment, or pay in lieu. 


 


 


 


 


 


You can learn more about Gender Pay Reporting by visiting 


www.acas.org.uk/genderpay 


 



http://www.acas.org.uk/genderpay

http://www.acas.org.uk/genderpay
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2 Introduction 
 


 


PURPOSE  


This Information and Communications Technology (ICT) Strategy sets out how 


technology will, over the next three years up until 2022, support Cleveland Fire 


Brigade’s mission to deliver an inclusive Fire & Rescue Service that ensures the 


safety and wellbeing of its communities.   


 


STRATEGIC AIM  


Our ICT Strategy links directly to our Community Integrated Risk Management 


Plan (CIRMP) 2018-22, using a set of themes and outcomes as a framework for 


the further development, innovation and improvement of all aspects of 


technology across our organisation. 


 


APPROACH  


We recognise that the role of the fire and rescue service is changing.  At the same 


time we must plan to make the best of the opportunities, and respond to the 


risks, presented by changes in technology.  


 


Technology is an enabler and only works effectively when designed to make the 


best use of information to support work processes and decision making.  We will 


implement ICT business solutions to improve service delivery and community 


safety and to drive efficiencies – where our people can utilise the services that 


best fit their needs and the needs of the organisation. 


 


We will deliver modern ICT services that are flexible, resilient, efficient and 
effective. 
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3 ICT Services 
 


The Brigade’s in-house ICT Department, based at the Queens Meadow Complex 


in Hartlepool, is responsible for all technology matters across the organisation. 


 


The ICT services provided are wide ranging and varied, from Information 


Governance to traditional ICT functions and  operational support for Command & 


Control mobilising systems and fire appliances, telephony, radios, CCTV and 


Access Control systems: 


 


 


ICT Management 


 ICT Strategy Development and ICT Project Management 


 ICT Budget, Supplier and Contract Management 


 Business Continuity for Technology and ICT Services 


 


Information Governance 


 Information Compliance (Freedom of Information, Data Protection, 
RIPA) 


 Information Assurance (Records Management, Information Sharing) 


 Information Security (Including the Protective Security Framework) 
 


ICT Services 


 ICT Service Desk 


 Provision, installation, maintenance and support of all end-user 
equipment (Desktops, Laptops, Printers, Audio Visual, Software and 
Consumables) 


 Information Systems analysis, design, development, maintenance and 
administration 
 


 


 


 


 


   
 


 


Mobilising & Operational Systems 


 Fire Control Mobilising Systems 


 Station End Mobilising Equipment 


 Retained Alerter Systems 


 Incident Command Technology 


 Main Scheme Radio (Airwave/ESN) 


 Fireground Communications 


 Fire Appliance ICT Systems (Communications, MDTs, Radio, CCTV) 
 


Infrastructure 


 Local and Wide Area Communications Networks 


 Fixed and Mobile Telephony 


 Mobile Data 


 Server & Infrastructure Systems 


 Technical ICT Security 


 Physical Security Systems (Access Control, CCTV) 
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4 Principles  
 


Our ICT Strategy takes into consideration a number of guiding principles: 
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5 National and Local Drivers 
 


LEGISLATION 
The Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004 includes the statutory core functions of 


Fire Safety and Fire-Fighting.  The use of technology is critical in enabling us to 


fulfil our obligations in the areas of fire prevention, risk information, emergency 


call handling and mobilising.  


 


The Policing and Crime Act 2017 introduced a new duty on Emergency Services to 


keep collaboration opportunities under review and, where it is in the interests of 


efficiency or effectiveness, to put such opportunities into practice.  Technology 


solutions will be a key enabler in supporting collaboration where and when 


opportunities arise.  Also, collaborative procurement of technology wherever 


possible will help us to drive efficiencies. 


 


The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and subsequent Data 


Protection Act 2018 are now in force, along with the Freedom of Information Act 


and the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act.  We have taken steps to meet 


our obligations, but must continue to ensure ongoing compliance into the future. 


 


NATIONAL PROJECTS 
The Government’s Emergency Services Mobile Communications Programme 


(ESMCP) will see a new Emergency Services Network replace Airwave radio 


communications.  It will also provide secure and resilient mobile broadband data 


for routine and critical emergency service use.    


 


The National Fire Chiefs Council’s (NFCC) Digital and Data Programme will 


promote better use of data and take a national view of what a digitally 


transformed Fire and Rescue Service will look like ten years into the future. 


 


 


 


OUR ASSET MANAGEMENT PLAN 
Managing our assets is instrumental in our drive to secure service improvements 


whilst reducing costs through the adoption of new ways of working. Our Asset 


Management Plan 2018-26 contains the planned ICT asset investment 


requirements into the foreseeable future. 


 


OUR STRATEGIC GOALS 
Our vision is to make a positive difference to the safety and quality of life of 


every local citizen, with a mission of delivering an inclusive Fire & Rescue Service 


that ensures the safety and wellbeing of its communities.  Three strategic goals 


support the achievement of our vision and guide our priorities and work.  Our ICT 


Strategy will drive improvements aligned with the objectives and outcomes of 


the three goals which are: 
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6 ICT Strategy Themes 
 


 


Bringing together the guiding principles and the national and local drivers, 
alongside our three strategic goals, our ICT Strategy is set out into four key 
themes: 
 


 Automation; Further reducing repetitive and manual processes, 


saving time and money and boosting efficiency. 
 


 Collaboration; Utilising business applications and communication 


tools to further increase productivity and security.  
 


 Insight; Further visualising data easily and in real-time to enhance 


organisational performance. 
 


 Governance; Directing and controlling the current and future use of 


ICT within the organisation. 
 


The four themes align with our strategic objectives and outcomes to produce a 
set of ICT outcomes. 
 
Over the next three years, these themes and outcomes will provide a framework 
for the further development of all aspects of ICT across the organisation. 
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7 Building on Existing Work  
 


 


A great deal has been achieved in recent years over the course of our previous 


ICT strategy.  Better value for money in the use of technology has been achieved, 


modern and resilient information systems and technology have been introduced, 


robust governance arrangements have been put in place and a high-performing 


professional ICT service department has been established. 


 


Highlights of recent work, listed against our four new themes, include: 


 


 


AUTOMATION 


 


 


 New resilient Data Centres at our Queens Meadow Complex. 


 A new high-speed Wide Area Network across all our sites. 


 Joined-up Wi-Fi access available across all our sites. 


 Upgrade of all our technology assets to the latest operating systems. 


 Automated physical Access Control at all our sites.  


 Cyber Security improvements. 


 Upgrades to our Fire Control Room technology, along with IT Health 


Checks and remedial actions, in preparation for the new Emergency 


Services Network. 


 Modernisation of our Intranet and Document Management Systems. 


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


COLLABORATION 


 


 


 Delivery of the Queens Meadow workstyle strategy. 


 Design and implementation of our new Fire Control Room. 


 Design and Implementation of all technology requirements for all Fire 


Station rebuilds and refurbishments. 


 


 


 


INSIGHT 


 


 


 Dashboards for operational incident information analysis.  


 Dashboards of real-time tracking of our Fire Engines. 


 Comprehensive reporting of our Community Safety activities. 


 


 


 


GOVERNANCE 


 


 


 Implementation of a robust Information Governance Framework. 


 Mobilising resilience arrangements agreed with Shropshire FRS and 


Hereford & Worcester FRS. 
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8 Automation 
 


 


                              
 
 


Strategic 
Objective:   
 


  We will provide efficient and effective use of resources 
 


Strategic 
Outcome: 
 


  Value for Money Assets 
 


  Optimum use of Human Resources 
 


 


As with any organisation, it is vital that our information systems and technology 


deliver fit for purpose solutions to address our business needs.  To drive further 


efficiencies and effectiveness we must ensure that administrative processes are 


streamlined and workflows are automated as far as possible.  An updated review 


of the systems and processes in use will identify opportunities resulting in 


focussed efforts to replace remaining manual and paper-based practices with 


efficient technology. 


 


 


 


 


One particular area to benefit from automation will be our information collection 


activities.  Our innovative Community Safety System will be enhanced to work on 


mobile devices.  Early trials of using tablets during our Safer Homes Visits indicate 


that the start-to-end process is reduced by up to thirty minutes per visit. 


 


To enable the further automation of our business processes, all our ICT services 


must continue to be underpinned by a fit for purpose technology infrastructure 


which meets the needs of a modern workforce.  Significant investment in our 


technology infrastructure, with new Data Centres, was made during the 


development of our Queens Meadow Complex which opened in 2016.  Since 


then, we have implemented a high-speed Wide Area Network and provided 


joined-up Wi-Fi access at all our fire stations.  We will maintain a careful balance 


of maximising the use of our existing infrastructure investment whilst 


investigating the further utilisation of cloud-based technologies.  We will also 


monitor industry developments in the field of Artificial Intelligence. 


 


The Government’s new Emergency Services Network will require upgrades to our 


Command & Control mobilising and communications systems to ensure 


compatibility.  The Emergency Services Network also promises to provide a 


secure and resilient mobile broadband service.  This will present opportunities to 


expand our use of technology for both routine and emergency response purposes 


whilst out working amongst our communities.    
 


As the Fire & Rescue landscape changes, and our reliance on retained firefighters 


increases, there will be a need to modernise our traditional radio paging systems 


for mobilisation.  New intelligent alerting applications, based upon mobile 


technology, can create significant added efficiencies through the rationalisation 


of current technology and reductions in unneccesary firefighter disturbance fees.  
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9 Automation Outcomes 2022  
 


 
Over the next three years, up to 2022, as part of this ICT Strategy we will strive to 


achieve our Automation outcomes set out below, further reducing repetitive and 


manual processes, saving time and money and boosting efficiency. 
 


 


BUSINESS SYSTEMS 
  


ICT1:  We will have reviewed all areas of our organisation to 


ensure ICT systems enhance and improve the efficiency of our 


business processes. 
 


Our focus will be to: 


 Embrace technology to support the efficiency and effectiveness of our 


inspection regimes and community safety activities, including hand-held 


mobile working devices for use in the field and new systems for the 


recording and monitoring of premises and inspections, along with on-


line self-assessment tools for vulnerable members of our communities. 


 Rationalise our asset management information systems. 


 Review our paper-based requisitions processes. 


 Further enhance our corporate Intranet and document management 


system. 


 Review our Incident Recording System and ensure alignment with the 


forthcoming new national system. 


 
 
 


 


 


 


 


 


INFRASTRUCTURE 
 


ICT2:  We will have maintained a modern ICT infrastructure that 


meets our changing needs. 


 


Our focus will be to: 


 Ensure the configuration of our ICT infrastructure continues to provide 


appropriate and robust levels of Cyber Security. 


 Investigate the further use of cloud-based technologies. 


 Further enhance our Fire Control centre’s resilience, call handling times 


and mobilising capabilities through hardware and software refreshes. 


 Investigate the use of intelligent alerting applications for our retained 


firefighters. 


 Implement new replacement Mobile Data Terminals on all fire engines. 


 Rollout new digital fire-ground radio handsets and firefighter breathing 


apparatus communications.  


 Transition Airwave radio communications across to the Government’s 


new Emergency Services Network.  


 Explore opportunities to use the new Emergency Services Network to 


improve data connectivity in the field. 


 Utilise our new high-speed Wide Area Network for voice 


telecommunications and rationalise our traditional telephone landlines. 


 Implement the technology requirements for our fire stations due to 


undergo refurbishment - Stockton, Guisborough and Loftus. 


 Ensure all new technology assets are energy efficient and contribute to 


our sustainability strategy. 
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10 Collaboration 
 


 


                              
 
 


Strategic 
Objectives:   
 


  We will provide first class training and education to ensure the 
competence of all staff 
 


  We will support and promote health, safety and wellbeing 
across our workforce 
 


  We will support our partners by working collaboratively to 
improve health outcomes across our communities 
 


Strategic 
Outcomes: 
 


  A Competent and Trained Workforce 
 


  A Safe Workforce 
 


  Improved Health Outcomes 
 


 
Technology advances constantly and is changing the ways in which we can apply 


digital solutions to increase our productivity and effectiveness. 


 


 


 


 


 


The established consumerism of ICT, with widespread public take-up of mobile 


devices, increases our workforce’s familiarity and comfort with powerful 


technology.  Building upon the digital transformation successes already achieved 


during our Estates rebuild programme, we want to deliver an attractive user-


driven experience with our people having immediate and easy access to the 


collaborative business applications and communication tools they require to 


improve productivity, using flexible and agile solutions based upon need rather 


than location. 


 


Our people need the right skills and capabilities to utilise such digital solutions. 


Traditional classroom-based learning activities can take up a lot of time and 


expense and so we must look to enhance our learning environment and increase 


the use of on-line, intuitive and innovative learning opportunities.  


 


Improving our productivity and effectiveness has close links to our Health and 


Wellbeing Strategy.  Collaborative digital solutions will underpin new initiatives 


supporting our people to be fit and well at work. 


 


Our firefighters and other front-line staff sometimes have to work in difficult 


environments and attacks on firefighters have risen significantly.  We will 


enhance our technology to protect our people and assist the Police in ensuring 


that perpetrators are identified and prosecuted 


 


Technology is a key enabler to support collaborative working with our partners to 


enhance the services we provide. In particular, the sharing of health information 


with partners enhances data quality and streamlining of referrals, contributing 


towards improved health outcomes for members of our communities.   
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11 Collaboration Outcomes 2022  
 


 
Over the next three years, up to 2022, as part of this ICT Strategy we will strive to 


achieve our technology Collaboration outcomes set out below, utilising business 


applications and communication tools to further increase productivity and 


security. 
 


 


DIGITAL SOLUTIONS 
 


ICT3:  We will have engaged our people in emerging digital 


solutions to achieve increased productivity and effectiveness. 


 


Our focus will be to: 


 Expand our use of business collaboration tools and unified 


communications. 


 Embrace mobile working, providing the necessary accessibility and 


connectivity to work anytime anywhere. 


 Use technology to further facilitate staff and community engagement. 


 Explore technological solutions for training and educating our people. 


 Ensure that our people are effective in the use of technology and have 


the right skills at the right time. 


 Implement technological solutions to create realistic and challenging 


training environments for our firefighters and incident commanders. 


 Utilise digital solutions to support our employee health and wellbeing 


arrangements. 
 


 


 


 


 


SAFETY FIRST 
 


ICT4:  We will have utilised the best available technology to 


enhance the Health & Safety of our people at all times. 


 


Our focus will be to: 


 Enhance the safety of our firefighters and other front-line staff through 


the trials of body-worn video cameras to drive down the number of 


attacks on our firefighters. 


 Implement new high-definition CCTV cameras on all our fire engines to 


protect our people and our assets. 


 Invest in technology to secure fit for purpose external training facilities 


and props which will strengthen the operational competence and safety 


of our staff. 


 


 


 


WORKING WITH PARTNERS   
  


ICT5:  We will have used technology as a key enabler to enhance 


our working with partners to deliver joined-up services to our 


communities. 
 
 


Our focus will be to: 


 Develop more effective and efficient ways of working and sharing health 


data and referrals with our local partner organisations. 


 Facilitate expansion of our Integrated Community Safety Team model. 
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12 Insight 
 


 


                              
 
 


Strategic 
Objectives:   
 


  We will protect people, property and the environment from 
harm as a result of fires and other emergencies 
 


  We will have the right number of people, with the right skills, in 
the right place, at the right time to deliver our organisational 
objectives. 
 


  We will provide efficient and effective use of resources 
 


Strategic 
Outcomes: 
 


  Safer Homes, Buildings, Roads, High Hazard Industries, 
Neighbourhoods & Environment, and Supported National 
Resilience 
 


  A Sustainable Workforce 
 


  Optimum use of Human Resources 
 


  Value for Money Assets 
 


 
 
 
 
 
Information is a vital asset.  Accurate, timely and relevant information is essential 


to deliver the highest quality services to our communities.  As an organisation, 


we store and process large volumes of data in many different forms.  To operate 


as effectively and efficiently as possible, enhancing organisational performance, 


we need to be able to find the information we are looking for, at the time when 


we most need it, and then be able to make sense of it at a glance.   


 


We can support decision making, through business intelligence, by making the 


best use of our information assets.  In terms of our balanced strategy of fire 


prevention, protection and emergency response services to our communities, we 


must use technology to ensure we have a clear understanding of our highest risks 


and to enhance the risk-based information available to our firefighters and 


incident commanders.  Utilising the Government’s ‘Resilience Direct’ secure 


online portal will allow us to maintain our awareness of the emergency plans of 


other emergency responders.  There is a need across the Fire & Rescue sector to 


better measure the value of intervention activities and technology must play a 


key role in this challenge.  Upgrading our solutions for personnel and rostering 


will enable us to undertake more informed workforce planning and in turn 


ensure the optimum use of our human resources. 


 


Visualising data easily and in real-time enhances organisational performance.  We 


have developed real-time management information dashboards relating to our 


incidents and mobilising systems.  There is potential to improve the visualisation 


and presentation of much more of our data through the further integration of 


innovative intelligence dashboards.   We will promote further data-driven 


business insight by removing silos and ensuring information is stored once and 


can be analysed across a range of channels.   
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13 Insight Outcomes 2022  
 


 
Over the next three years, up to 2022, as part of this ICT Strategy we will strive to 


achieve our Insight outcomes set out below, further visualising data easily and in 


real-time to enhance organisational performance. 
 


 


SAFER COMMUNITIES 
 


ICT6:  We will have further joined up our data to enhance our 


prevention, protection and emergency response services. 


 


Our focus will be to: 


 Implement a single source of addressing information for all of our 


community and risk-based systems. 


 Enhance the risk-based information available to our firefighting crews at 


the scene of incidents. 


 Implement a new information system for Incident Command. 


 Capture new sources of real-time information at the scene of incidents, 


from both our partners and our communities. 


 Introduce digital presentation of safety advice to our communities 


during Safer Homes Visits. 


 Embrace both National and Local Resilience information sharing 


opportunities. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


WORKFORCE PLANNING 
 


ICT7:  We will have implemented technology to enable the 


optimum use of our workforce resources. 


 


Our focus will be to: 


 Introduce a new HR system to provide and maintain quality information 


relating to all our employees.   


 Implement new intelligent attendance and rostering systems to support 


a flexible workforce. 


 Monitor the real-time availability of our firefighting crews and warn 


ahead in case of issues affecting service delivery.  


 


 


 


BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE   
 


ICT8:  We will have promoted data-driven intelligence with 


information stored once and analysed across a range of channels. 


 


Our focus will be to: 


 Review all of our datasets and remove duplication. 


 Increase the availability of our data, including the use of open data 


standards. 


 Improve data accuracy, clarity and insights across our entire business. 


 Enhance the visualisation and presentation of our data through more 


business intelligence dashboards. 
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14 Governance 
 


 


                              
 
 


Strategic 
Objectives:   
 


  We will provide efficient and effective use of resources 
 


Strategic 
Outcomes: 
 


  Sound Financial, Procurement & Corporate Governance 
 


  Value for Money Assets  
 


  Efficiencies through Collaboration and Partnerships 
 


 


Information Governance is our framework of law and best practice that regulates 


the manner in which our information in all its forms is managed.  It plays a key 


role in underpinning corporate governance, service planning and performance 


management, also serving to protect privacy and contribute to the maintenance 


of public trust.  We are committed to ensuring that our information is managed 


to the highest standards and we meet our legislative responsibilities.   


 


 


 


 


There are ever increasing technology risks associated with information security 


and cyber-attacks.  We have amended our policies to ensure compliance with the 


National Cyber Security Centre’s ‘Ten Steps to Cyber Security’ and all our people 


have undertaken information security training.  As an organisation, we aspire to 


gain formal information security accreditation.    


 


Our ICT Service Governance ensures that our information and technology 


resources and assets are always used in the most efficient and effective manner, 


through the application of robust and accountable controls.    


 


We have worked in collaboration with other Fire & Rescue Services to establish 


significant technology partnerships for Fire Control (with Shropshire and 


Hereford & Worcester FRS) and the Emergency Services Mobile Communications 


Programme (with Durham & Darlington, Tyne & Wear and Northumberland FRS).  


Technology has been utilised to facilitate co-location collaboration opportunities 


with partners, resulting in the Police, NHS, Coastguard and Local Authorities 


sharing space on a number of our Fire Stations.   Collaborative procurement on 


technology projects in liaison with the National Fire Chiefs Council will deliver 


significant efficiencies and strengthen our ICT contract management 


arrangements.  We will continue to explore other collaborative opportunities for 


ICT strategies and solutions where appropriate. 


 


Technology is vital to fulfilling the statutory duties and day-to-day business of our 


organisation.  We have a comprehensive ICT Business Continuity Plan which 


details our risk assessments and control measures and provides all the relevant 


information needed to allow us to recover quickly from any interruption, getting 


services back to normal operation as soon as possible and keeping disruption to a 


minimum.  
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15 Governance Outcomes 2022  
 


 
Over the next three years, up to 2022, as part of this ICT Strategy we will strive to 


achieve our Governance outcomes set out below, directing and controlling the 


current and future use of ICT within the organisation. 
 


 


INFORMATION GOVERNANCE 
  


ICT9:  We will have continued to meet our legislative 


responsibilities and ensured our information is managed to the 


highest standards. 
 


Our focus will be to: 


 Ensure continuing compliance with all relevant statutory legislation, 


including Data Protection (GDPR), Freedom of Information (FOI) and the 


Regulation of Investigatory Powers (RIPA). 


 Preserve the security, confidentiality, integrity and availability of all our 


physical and electronic information assets. 


 Undertake annual assessments of our Information Security 


arrangements and ensure that remedial action plans are developed to 


address any identified security risks.  


 Aspire to gain formal Information Security accreditations where 


appropriate. 


 Further strengthen our robust Information Assurance processes.  


 Further promote the work and good practice of our organisation-wide 


Information Governance Working Group. 
 


 


 


 


 


ICT SERVICE GOVERNANCE 
 


ICT10:  We will have ensured the effective, robust and accountable 


control of all aspects of our Information and Communications 


Technology. 
 


Our focus will be to: 


 Continue to deliver a highly effective and valued ICT service. 


 Explore collaborative opportunities for ICT strategies and solutions. 


 Ensure alignment with our CIRMP and other corporate strategies. 


 Ensure value for money at all times and maximise our existing 


investments in technology. 


 Review our suite of ICT performance measurement indicators.  


 Enhance our ICT Service Management processes. 


 


 


 


BUSINESS CONTINUITY 
  


ICT11:  We will have ensured resilient arrangements are in place to 


respond to events that threaten the provision of our technology 


services. 
 


Our focus will be to: 


 Ensure that all existing and emerging risks are fully mitigated. 


 Ensure that Business Continuity arrangements are regularly tested. 


 Regularly review and update all Business Continuity plans. 
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16  Delivering Our Outcomes 
 
 


IMPLEMENTING THE ICT STRATEGY  


Our ICT Strategy outlines a set of themes and outcomes as a framework for the 


further development, innovation and improvement of all aspects of technology 


across our organisation.   The key focuses will be translated into detailed 


activities, with associated critical success factors, within the ICT Delivery Plan and 


annual Internal Operating Plans. 


 


 


 


RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS  


There are no Health & Safety implications associated with this strategy. 


 


There is no additional financial burden (staffing, revenue or capital),  above and 


beyond the resources either already in place now or else agreed within our Asset 


Management Plan 2018-26.  


 


Our ICT strategy contains positive outcomes relating to the efficient use of 


resources and promoting a reduction in our carbon footprint.  


 


 


 


EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT 


There are no Equality and Fairness implications associated with this ICT strategy.  


An Equality Impact Assessment has been completed which demonstrates positive 


outcomes relating to equality and fairness through the use of technology. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


MONITORING, AUDIT & REVIEW  


Our ICT Internal Operating Plan is reviewed on a weekly basis to monitor 


implementation progress. 


 


We work with appointed internal and external auditors to ensure the quality, 


compliance and resilience of our information, communications and technology. 


 


Our ICT strategy will be reviewed on a regular basis, taking account of any 


changes in technology, risk or legislation, to ensure its effectiveness and 


continued relevance moving forward towards 2022. 
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OFFICIAL – GENDER PAY GAP 2018-19  1 


 
GENDER PAY GAP REPORT 
 
REPORT OF CHIEF FIRE OFFICER 
 
 
 


                                                                                                               
   
 
 


 
   


 
 


 


1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 


1.1 To inform Members of the requirement to publish gender pay gap information under 
the Equality Act 2010 (Gender pay Gap Information) Regulations 2017.  
 


 
2. RECOMMENDATION 
 
2.1 In line with the provisions set out in the Equality Act 2010 (Gender Pay Gap 


Information) Regulations 2017, Members note Cleveland Fire Authority’s gender 
pay gap data as detailed at Appendix 1. 
 
 


3. BACKGROUND 
 
3.1 On 6 April, 2017, new regulations were introduced under the Equality Act 2010, 


which impose obligations on employers of more than 250 employees to calculate 
and publish information about the gender pay gap in their organisation. 


 
3.2 The gender pay gap shows the difference between the average earnings of men 


and women.  This is different to “equal pay” which deals with any pay differences 
between men and women who carry out the same or similar jobs or jobs of equal 
value. 


 
3.3 The gender pay gap regulations require us to include all employees and to calculate 


a number of pay gap measures with reference to all staff. However where it is 
helpful to explain or further explore the pay gap, reference has been made to 
different groups of staff.  The regulations provide detailed definitions of which 
employees should be included, and what constitutes ordinary pay, allowances and 
bonuses. 


 
3.4 The information is required to be published on the Brigade’s own web site and the 


Government’s web site by 31 March 2019, and relates to data as at 31 March 2018.    
 
 
IAN HAYTON               KAREN WINTER 
CHIEF FIRE OFFICER   DIRECTOR OF CORPORATE SERVICES 
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1. Policy 


 
1.1 Policy Statement 


 


Cleveland Fire Authority is committed to being high performing; achieving its goal of 


‘Efficient Use of Resources’ and delivering effective, efficient services that 


demonstrate value for money.  


 


The Authority will adopt an Information & Communications Technology (ICT) Strategy 


aspiring to maximise effective use of information, technology and communications 


systems and services.  The Authority will seek to take advantage of the latest 


appropriate technologies to drive forward service transformation, supporting innovation 


and delivering efficiencies and smarter ways of working in the achievement of the 


Authority’s three strategic goals: 


 


 Safer Stronger Communities 


 Proud, Passionate, Professional and Inclusive Workforce 


 Efficient Use of Resources;  


 
In line with the Authority’s Community Integrated Risk Management Plan and beyond, 


the ICT Policy and Strategy will cover the period up until 2022. 


 


 


1.2 Policy Objectives 


 


This Policy sets out the objectives the Authority will use to manage all of its ICT 


systems from inception to review.  The Policy aims to drive forward continuing 


transformation in the Authority’s use of ICT to enable more efficient processes and 


improve service delivery and smarter ways of working.  Specifically the Policy is a key 


element in the delivery of the Authority’s strategic goal of ‘Efficient Use of Resources’.  


 


The following specific objectives underpin this policy: 


 


 


 Automation; Further reducing repetitive and manual processes, saving time and 
money and boosting efficiency. 
 


 Collaboration; Utilising business applications and communication tools to further 
increase productivity and security.  
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 Insight; Further visualising data easily and in real-time to enhance organisational 
performance. 
 


 Governance; Directing and controlling the current and future use of ICT within the 
organisation. 


 


 


1.3 Scope 


 
This policy applies to all employees, managers and Elected Members of the 


organisation. It will form the foundations for effectively managing and governing the 


ICT systems that underpin the operation of the Brigade.  


 


 


1.4 Policy Category 


 
This Policy is categorised as ‘Corporate Authority’ within the Key Document 


Framework. 


 


 


2. Organising 


 


2.1 Cleveland Fire Authority (CFA) is responsible for: 


 
 Setting the Authority’s Policy and strategic direction on ICT; 


 


 Establishing efficient and effective corporate information governance frameworks and 


legislation for the Authority; 


 
 Approving and reviewing and approving the Authority’s ICT Policy.  


 


 


2.2 The Brigade’s Executive Leadership Team is responsible for: 


 
 Providing organisational leadership in developing and implementing the Authority’s 


ICT Policy and Strategy; 


 


 Setting organisational objectives and approving the ICT Strategy and ICT policies; 
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2.3 The Director of Technical Services is responsible for: 


 


 Developing and implementing the Authority’s ICT Strategy and associated 


arrangements; 


 


 Oversee the development of the Authority’s ICT Strategy and associated 


arrangements; 


 


 Championing the ICT Strategy throughout the organisation and ensuring compliance 


with approved practices. 


 


 
2.4 The Head of ICT is responsible for: 


 


 The overall implementation of the ICT Strategy arrangements across the Brigade; 


 


 Ensuring the adherence to this Policy on a day to day basis; 


 


 Providing high quality advice and support on the application of the ICT Strategy; 


 


 The central management of the Authority’s and Brigade’s ICT systems and key 


documents. 


 


 


2.5 All Managers are responsible for: 


 


 Ensuring that individuals under their direction and control are aware of the policies, 


procedures and guidance relating to the use of the Authority’s information, 


technology and communications facilities. 


 
 


 
2.6 All Employees are responsible for: 


  


 Abiding by all policies, procedures and guidance relating to their use of the 


Authority’s information, technology and communications facilities  
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2.7 Trade Unions and Representative Bodies are responsible for: 


  


 To work constructively with the Executive Leadership Team to ensure 


that employees views are represented as appropriate in the development of policies 


and strategies through appropriate consultation/negotiation; 


 


 Instruct and encourage their members to follow prescribed policies in a way that 


portrays the excellent organisation we strive to be.  


 


 


3. Planning and Implementing 


 


3.1 The ICT Policy is supported by the Authority’s Information Governance Framework.   


Both are reviewed and implemented to ensure that the ICT Policy area is 


comprehensively communicated to staff, managers and Elected Members.  


 
 
3.2 Whilst this framework discretely focuses on issues associated with the development 


of the ICT Policy and Strategy it is intrinsically linked to the Performance 


Management Framework of the organisation and an integral piece of the corporate 


governance jigsaw. It is therefore key to achieving our strategic goal of ‘Efficient Use 


of Resources’.  


 


 


4. Resource Implications 


 
4.1 There is no financial resource implication directly associated with this Policy. Any 


resource required to develop the ICT Strategy when identified will be dealt with 


through the Brigades formal financial planning processes. 


 


 


5. Equality Impact Assessment 


 


5.1 In accordance with the requirements of the Equality Duties and Equality Act and 


other relevant legislation, this Policy has been Equality Impact Assessed (EIA) and 


no issues have been identified. It is believed that all staff should be able to comply 


with this Policy without affecting their diversity.  
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6. Monitoring 


 


6.1 The Risk and Performance team will monitor adherence to this Policy and ensure 


that the relevant information is maintained within the central register of key 


documents. Their status of review and implementation will be provided to the 


Executive Leadership Team at regular intervals. 


 


 


7. Audit 


 
7.1 The results from external assessment and/ or internal audits on the Brigade’s 


information and communication technology arrangements will help to inform of any 


areas for development. 


 


 


 


8. Review 


 
8.1 The Director of Technical Services will undertake a review of this Policy on a regular 


basis to ensure it is driving improvements and that it is taking account of any new or 


emerging economic, legal, technological or environmental factors. The next review is 


scheduled for 2022. 








                   AGENDA ITEM 4.2 


EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE       8 MARCH 2019 


 


  
 


COMMUNITY INTEGRATED RISK MANAGEMENT 
PLAN (CIRMP) 2018/19 – PROGRESS REPORT  
 


REPORT OF CHIEF FIRE OFFICER  


 
 
 
   
 


 
 


 
   


 
 


1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.1 To provide Elected Members with an update on the progress on the implementation 


of Community Integrated Risk Management Plan (CIRMP) 2018-22, and specifically 
the priorities detailed within the Fire Authority’s Service Plan 2018/19. 
 


1.2 To advise Elected Members of any implications or matters arising from the 
implementation of the CIRMP.  
 


  
2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
2.1 Members are asked to: 
 


 note the progress on the corporate priorities set out in its CIRMP 2018-22 and 
on the Directorate priorities as agreed by the Chief Fire Officer for progression 
within its Brigade. (Appendix 1) and  
 


 consider and provide strategic guidance on any matters impinging on the 
implementation of the CIRMP;  


 
 
3.  BACKGROUND 
 
3.1 Cleveland Fire Authority has been using the process of integrated risk management 


planning for the last ten years and this has led to the current configuration of the 
Brigade’s resources. 


 
3.2 The requirement for an Integrated Risk Management Plan (IRMP) was introduced in 


2003 and included in the Fire and Rescue Service National Framework, published 
by the Department for Communities and Local Government. This was given 
statutory effect by the Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004. This requirement was re-
stated in the Fire and Rescue National Framework for England published in May 
2018. 


 
 
 
 


For Information 
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3.3 The Framework states that each Fire and Rescue Authority must: ‘assess the full 
range of foreseeable fire and rescue related risks that could affect their 
communities, whether they are local, cross border, multi-authority and/or national in 
nature from fires to terrorist attacks. Regard must be had to Community Risk 
Registers produced by Local Resilience Forums and any other local risk analyses 
as appropriate. 
 
Fire and rescue authorities must put in place arrangements to prevent and mitigate 
these risks, either through adjusting existing provision, effective collaboration and 
partnership working, or building new capability. Fire and rescue authorities should 
work through the Strategic Resilience Board where appropriate when determining 
what arrangements to put in place.’ 


 
3.4 Integrated risk management planning is simply about using resources in the most 


effective way to save lives, improve public safety and reduce emergency incidents. 
It is an approach that: 


  
• identifies who or what is most at risk of fire and other emergencies 
• determines where they are and how best to reach them 
• identifies the best way to reduce and manage the risk 
• ensures that resources are deployed in proportion to the size of the risk 


  
3.5 On 23rd March 2018 the Authority finalised and approved its Community Integrated 


Risk Management Plan (CIRMP) 2018-22 which sets out the Authority’s: 


 operating environment  


 vision, strategic goals, aims and associated outcomes; 


 risk assessment outcomes   


 medium term financial position 


 services, plans and proposals to 2022 to manage its risks 
 


3.6 In April 2018, the CIRMP 2018/22 was published and the Fire Authority finalised 
and approved its Service Plan 2018/19 outlining the priorities for the forthcoming 
year and reflecting the first year of the CIRMP 2018/22.  


 
 
4.  UPDATE ON PRIORITIES  
 
4.1 Attached at Appendix 1 is a summary progress report on the implementation of the 


priorities set out in the Service Plan 2018/19. It also includes updates on Directorate 
priorities to provide the Authority with a complete picture of its Brigade’s work. 


 


 


 


 


IAN HAYTON     KAREN WINTER 


CHIEF FIRE OFFICER   DIRECTOR OF CORPORATE SERVICES 








APPENDIX 1  


OFFICIAL  


Safer, 
Stronger 


Communities 


A Proud, 
Passionate, 
Professional 
and Inclusive 


Workforce  


Efficient Use 
of Resources 


         


 Corporate Internal Operating Plan 2018/19 
 


 


 


This is Cleveland Fire Brigade’s Corporate Internal 


Operating Plan for 2018/19. It is a ‘live’ internal document 


that sets out those strategic improvement actions that are 


to be delivered by the Chief Fire Officer and his Directors 


in order to achieve the Authority’s vision and strategic 


goals, aims and outcomes (our ‘golden thread’). 


 


The document sets out: 


 


 the strategic priorities for 2018/19 and reflects the Community Integrated Risk 


Management Plan (CIRMP) 2018-22 Year 1 Proposals (Service Plan) 


 


 the high level Directorate priorities 2018/19, as set by the Chief Fire Officer for 


the Directors to drive service improvement 


 


The priorities are set to achieve our three Goals 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


The delivery of the proposals is monitored by the Brigade’s Executive Leadership 


Team and the Authority’s Executive Committee and progress on achievement of the 


proposals are communicated to staff on a regular basis. 


 


 


 


 


 


 



http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?q=pictures+of+strategic+direction&hl=en&biw=1366&bih=560&tbm=isch&tbnid=wbPYfQQkcpVufM:&imgrefurl=http://scainvests.com/InvestmentStrategy.aspx&docid=LhuiKLrLsquFUM&imgurl=http://scainvests.com/Images/strategy.jpg&w=990&h=450&ei=tkJST9LqFoW58gP73L3wBQ&zoom=1
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Glossary of Terms 


 
CFA: Cleveland Fire Authority 


 


CFB: Cleveland Fire Brigade 


 


CFO: Chief Fire Officer 


 


CIRMP: Community Integrated Risk Management Plan 


 


DAM: Democratic and Admin Manager  


 


DCS: Director of Corporate Services 


 


DTS: Director of Technical Services 


 


ELT: Executive Leadership Team 


 


HER: Head of Emergency Response 


 


HFP: Head of Finance and Procurement 


 


HHR: Head of Human Resources 


 


HLD: Head of Learning and Development 


 


HRP: Head of Risk and Performance 


 


HTS: Head of Technical Services 


 


NOG: National Operational Guidance 
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Safer Stronger Communities  
 


Corporate Priority SSC1: Aspire to the guiding principle that ‘everyone should have equal 
entitlement to the same attendance targets for fire engines, irrespective of whether they live 
in a geographic area in which there is a higher likelihood or a lower likelihood of a fire 
occurring’ and implement the outcomes of the review of the emergency response standards 


Action Lead  Date 


SSC1.1: implement the Authority’s call handling emergency response 
standard 


The Authority’s CIRMP 2018-22 implemented the Authority’s new call handling 
emergency response standards that being: ‘Average Time to Dispatch a Fire 
Engine to Emergency Incidents - within an average of 1 minute 40 seconds and 
within 2 minutes on 98% of occasions’. (Evidence CFA Mins Mar 2018).  


Mick 
Picknett 


Apr 
2018 


SSC1.2: implement the Authority’s building fire emergency response 
standards 


The Authority’s CIRMP 2018-22 implemented the Authority’s new building fire 
emergency response standards these being:  
‘Building Fires:  
• Average time for first appliance attendance (7 minutes target) 
• Average time  for Second Appliance attendance (10 mins target) 
• Percentage of time 1st appliance attends within 10mins ( 90% target)’ 


(Evidence CFA Mins Mar 2018) 


Mick 
Picknett 


Apr 
2018 


SSC1.3: implement the Authority’s industrial fire emergency response 
standards 


The Authority’s CIRMP 2018-22 implemented the Authority’s new industrial fire 
emergency response standards. This means that systems have been set up to 
identify and calculate benchmarks for reasonable worst case planning scenario 
incidents in industrial sites using a similar methodology to above (7 minute 
target). (Evidence CFA Mins Mar 2018) 


Further work has been identified to establish response standards appropriate to 
all reasonable planning scenarios and this will be captured in a new action for 
2018/19. See SSC1.9 (Evidence CFA Mins Mar 2018) 


The completion of this project is now dependent on the work associated with the 
new actions SSC1.8 and SSC1.9 and hence the project timeline is moved from 
Apr 2018 to Mar 2019. 


The Authority’s Industrial Response Standards are now set out in Operations 
and Community Safety Procedure Note 74, Attendance Standards, which was 
presented at the August Community Protection Directorate Meeting (Evidence 
Community Protection Directorate Minutes, August 2018) 


Dave 
Turton 


Mar 
2019 


SSC1.4: establish systems to record performance against new response 
standards 


The Brigade is still maintaining the original benchmark as agreed for comparator 
purposes. With regard to the new benchmarks the following applies: 
 
Call Handling (answering of 999 calls)- target 7 seconds on 95% of 
occasions 
British Telecom is unable to provide level of detail required to report 
this response standard, however they can provide details on the average time to 
answer calls. The Brigade’s communication provider indicates that software can 
be developed and integrated into SEED (the Brigade’s mobilizing system) to 
provide the level of information required to report on the full standard. It is 
therefore proposed to report the average time to answer calls for 2018/19 with a 
plan to implement reporting of full benchmark from 2019/20 onwards once 
necessary software developed and installed into SEED.  


Karen 
Winter 


Apr 
2018 
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Average Time to Dispatch a Fire Engine to Emergency Incidents - within an 
average of 1 minute 40 seconds and within 2 minutes on 98% of occasions 
Existing systems will be used. 
 
Building Fires:  
• Average time for first appliance attendance (7 minutes target) 
• Average time  for Second Appliance attendance (10 mins target) 
• Percentage of time 1st appliance attends within 10mins ( 90% target) 
Systems have been established to measure above standards. Testing and 
validation has been undertaken using April 2018 performance 
 
Industrial Fires: Systems have been set up to identify and calculate 
benchmarks for reasonable worst case planning scenario incidents in industrial 
sites using a similar methodology to above (7 minute target). Using this 
methodology it is proposed that all fire incidents within these sites are also 
measured against the benchmark for all appliances getting to incident within 20 
minutes. Thus we can ensure that the reasonable worst case scenario and all 
other scenarios are measured. 
  
Road Traffic Collisions: No change in the road traffic collisions calculation to 
measure performance against target of 8 minutes -existing systems will be used.  
 
National Resilience: A manual process has been developed to monitor 
benchmark as and when such incidents occur  
 
All benchmarks will be produced using the appropriate software queries 
(maintained on the Brigade’s network) and outputs from these queries will be 
included in the appropriate performance and management information reports. 
(Evidence: working papers available from 
http://fish/CorporateServices/RiskAndPerformance/Quarterly%20Reports/Forms/
By%20Category.aspx . 


Work on High Hazard Industries will continue into 2019/20 through action SSC13 


SSC1.5: quarterly report performance against new and old building fire 
emergency response standards 


All quarterly performance reports relating to emergency response standards 
have been updated to measure both existing and new building fire emergency 
response standards with effect from first quarter reporting (end of June 2018). 
After the ‘pilot year’ of reporting against the new emergency response standards 
in April 2019 and subsequent evaluation by the Community Protection teams, 
the Fire Authority will decide on the building fire emergency response standards 
going forward from 2019/20 onwards> Performance reports will be adjusted to 
reflect those decisions at that time. (Evidence quarterly performance reports to 
the ELT and CFA). 


Karen 
Winter 


Jun 
2018 


SSC1.6: evaluate new building fire emergency response standards and 
inform Fire Authority of outcomes 


At ELT on 26
th
 Nov 2018 it was agreed that evaluation of the new building fire 


emergency response standards could not take place until such times as there 
was sufficient data to analyse i.e. after a period of one year. Therefore this 
action will be carried forward into 2019/20 with responsibility for the action being 
allocated to Tim Graham. 


Dave 
Turton 


Mar 
2019 


SSC1.7: explore measures to reduce the time components of alarm 
actuation, call handling and crew reactions to improve our actual response 
time to building fires 


At ELT on 26
th
 Nov 2018 it was agreed that this action required more in depth 


analysis than at first planned and was linked to the delivery of community safety 
strategy. Therefore this action will be carried forward into 2019/20 with the 
responsibility of the action being allocated to Steve Johnson and Dave Turton.   


Dave 
Turton 


Mar 
2019 



http://fish/CorporateServices/RiskAndPerformance/Quarterly%20Reports/Forms/By%20Category.aspx

http://fish/CorporateServices/RiskAndPerformance/Quarterly%20Reports/Forms/By%20Category.aspx
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SSC1.8: Develop an Attendance Standards Strategy to Incorporate New 
Emergency Response Standards 


Following discussion, it was agreed that an Attendance Standards Procedure 
was required, rather than a Strategy. As per SSC 1.3 this has been produced 
and this action is therefore complete. 


Dave 
Turton 


Mar 
2019 


SSC1.9: review concept of operations for industrial fires and develop 
generic pre-determined attendances for industrial complexes 


We are in the process of revising our Mobilising Procedures, which will 
encompass arrangements for industrial fires, both bespoke Pre Determined 
Attendances based on Reasonable Worst Case Planning Scenarios, and generic 
PDAs for other incident types and locations. Once completed, this will replace 
the Concept of Operations for Industrial Fires. This work will continue into 
2019/20. 


Dave 
Turton 


Mar 
2019 


 


Corporate Priority SSC2: Introduce an optimum emergency response resource of 18 fire 
appliances 


Action Lead  Date 


SSC2.1: set up a recording system to monitor appliance availability (18 
appliances) and incorporate performance measures into quarterly 
performance reports 


A recording system is currently in place in the Brigade’s fire control room that 
records which appliances are available for each hour of the day shift and night 
shift. As availability changes a revised form is generated and saved in the file 
specific to the date and shift. Staffing officers and control room personnel utilise 
the information to maximise appliance availability and best use of resources for 
staffing movements. 
 
The data is now embedded in the Risk and Performance process and is reported 
to the monthly Directorate meetings and in the quarterly corporate performance 
report. (Evidence: Forms in the Fire Control archive folders and final reports for 
each shift in Risk and Performance). 


Mick 
Picknett 


Apr 
2018 


SSC2.2: implement staffing arrangements to ensure the availability of 18 
fire appliances 


The implementation of the new organisational structure review has meant that 
some projects have had to be re-assigned new leads and therefore 
commencement of those projects has naturally fallen behind schedule. That is 
the case in this project and a new timeline has been agreed of 31


st
 March 2019. 


(Evidence ELT minutes 26
th


 Nov 2018).  
 
A revised version of the staffing procedure (PRO36) used by Fire Control and 
the Staffing Officer has been completed to include the principle of maintaining 18 
appliances. The Group Manager in Emergency Response is now progressing 
this through Staffing Officers and Fire Control for feedback on the draft 
document and subject to any amendments implementation.  
The revised Staffing Procedure was tabled at ELT Policy in Oct 2018 and 
requires some further work based on feedback received.  
 
Further work continues with this project into 2019/20. 


Dave 
Turton 


Mar 
2019 


SSC2.3: Further actions to be determined 


Action no longer required (Evidence ELT minutes 26
th
 Nov 2018).  


Dave 
Turton 


TBD 
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Corporate Priority SSC3: Introduce a ‘strategic reserve’ to sustain the optimum operational 
configuration of 18 fire appliances 


Action Lead  Date 


SSC3.1: agree project scope and project plan 


A draft project plan has been developed with the Chief Fire Officer in Jul 2018; 
this resulted in the requirement for project plan amendments. These 
amendments are complete and subject to further review with the Chief at a 
meeting scheduled for the end of Aug 2018. The action plan was accepted. 


Ian 
Hayton 


Sep 
2018 


SSC3.2: future actions to be determined once project scope is agreed 


This project relies on the completion of other projects such as RDS and duty 
systems to inform its direction and options and therefore will be carry forward 
into 2019/20 (ELT minutes 26


th
 Nov 2018) 


Ian 
Hayton 


TBD 


 


Corporate Priority SSC4: Support the National Fire Sprinkler Network for the promotion of fire 
suppression systems in buildings 


Action Lead  Date 


SSC4.1: communicate Fire Authority position statement to Borough 
Council Planning committees and other interested parties 


CFA’s position statement has been issued to Teesside’s local authorities’ 
planning heads of department and councillors appointed to planning 
committee. The Brigade’s website has been updated with the position 
statement and further enhanced to provide improved information on sprinkler 
systems. (Evidence: Letters to Borough Councils, Brigade’s, Website) 


Steve 
Johnson 


Joe 
Flounders 


Apr 
2018 


SSC4.2: consider outcomes from Grenfell public enquiry and their 
implications to the Fire and Rescue Service 


The Grenfell Public Enquiry is on-going and Officers are keeping a watching brief 
of events. Actions and timelines are dependent upon the outcomes from the 
Enquiry and will be determined when they are known. This action has been             
c/fwd into a bespoke project in 2019/20.. 


Steve 
Johnson 


Joe 
Flounders 


TBD 


SSC4.3: consider outcomes from the Independent Review of Building 
Regulations and Fire Safety and implications to Fire and Rescue Service 


The Dame Judith Hackitt report ‘Building A Safer Future’ was published in May 
2018. A briefing paper on the report was produced by the Head of Fire 
Engineering and provided to CFO and AM Prevention for consideration. 


The Government has not as yet confirmed if it is to adopt the report in full. Five 
areas will likely impact on Fire and Rescue Services: 


 the creation of the Joint Competent Authority for Higher Risk Residential 
Building (Fire and Rescue Services, Local Authority Borough Councils and 
Health and Safety Executive) 


 the requirement for accredited auditors;  


 Continual Professional Development for Auditors  


 The Joint Competent Authority will be responsible for regulating High Risk 
Residential Buildings once occupied the Fire Authority will regulate within 
the whole building including within flats, flats current fall under the Housing 
Act 2014 (requires legislation change)   


 community interest companies cannot provide professional design services 
to landlords/owners of High Risk Residential Building’s in the area  


ELT received a full report on the outcomes of the Review and the impacts of 
those on the Brigade on 14


th
 Aug 2018. The same information is to be 


presented to the Authority’s Executive Committee on 31
st
 Aug 2018.  


(Evidence, ELT mins 14
th
 Aug 2018 and Executive mins 31


st
 Aug 2018)                                                                                                                                       


Steve 
Johnson 


Joe 
Flounders 


Oct 
2018 
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Corporate Priority SSC5: Develop and Implement our Community Engagement Strategy 


Action Lead  Date 


The implementation of the Brigade’s Senior Management structure took place in June 2018; and with 
that has been a significant change to roles and responsibilities. As a result some priority work has 
had to be re-prioritised to give officers in new roles a chance to plan and organise their work 
activities in their new teams. That has been the case with this project and all actions have been re-
scheduled accordingly and agreed between the project lead and the CFO. 


SSC5.1: capture and evaluate existing community engagement 
arrangements 


Mechanisms for community engagement have been reviewed and have been 
used to inform draft Community Engagement Strategy. 


Steve 
Johnson 


Dec 
2018 


SSC5.2: agree with ELT the community engagement objectives and 
targets aligned to delivery of CIRMP 2022  


A draft Community Engagement Strategy has been produced containing the 
community engagement objectives and was presented to ELT on 20


th
 Sep 


2018.  Further amends are to be made to the strategy in light of ELT 
comments. Work anticipated for completion April 2019 


Steve 
Johnson 


Jan 
2019 


SSC5.3: produce community engagement strategy and associated four 
year improvement action plan 


A draft Community Engagement Strategy has been produced and was 
presented to ELT on 20


th
 Sep 2018.  Further amends are to be made to the 


strategy in light of ELT comments. Work anticipated for completion April 2019 


Steve 
Johnson 


Jan 
2019 


SSC5.4: implement Year 1 improvement actions 


Carried forward to 2019/20 (ELT minutes 26
th
 Nov 2018) 


Steve 
Johnson 


July 
2019 


 


Directorate Priority SSC6: In consultation with NEAS, consider the new 7 minute ambulance 
response standard to life threatening conditions in the context of fire and rescue service 
interventions 


Action Lead  Date 


SSC6.1: discuss impact of ambulance service emergency response 
standard 


The Brigade has worked with the North East Ambulance Service (NEAS) to 
adopt the National Early Warning Score system for the monitoring and reporting 
of the condition of casualties. This is the same system that all NEAS staff 
operate to and will ensure that we are accurately reporting the condition of 
casualties to NEAS that will in turn generate an appropriate level of response. 
This may result in the ambulance being assigned a lower level of response time. 
The time will be considered within the new action SSC1.8 on response 
standards. 


Dave 
Turton 


Jul 
2018 


SSC6.2: evaluation of casualty status 


The completion of the accurate condition reporting of casualties to the North 
East Ambulance Service. Will take place when the final roll out of the first aid 
courses is complete. The Brigade is also developing a monitoring system to 
capture when NEAS attendance times negatively impacts its resources. 


We will evaluate casualty status on a case by case basis and have enhanced 
our first aid provision to improve patient outcomes on those occasions where 
NEAS fails to meet it attendance standards. No further work is required at this 
time. 


Dave 
Turton 


Mar 
2019 
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Directorate Priority SSC7: Evaluate the impact of our new approach to reducing the number 
of unwanted fire signals 


Action Lead  Date 


SSC7.1: produce an impact assessment report on the Authority’s policy 
on Unwanted Fire Signals 


Performance criteria for the review have been agreed between Community 
Safety and Risk and Performance teams. Work has commenced and this will 
be completed by Apr 2019 


Steve 
Johnson 


Joe 
Flounders 


Apr 
2019 


 


Directorate Priority SSC8: Evaluate the impact of our new protocol for investigating fires, 


Monitor the national position on the requirement for Accreditation for fire investigators.  
Work in partnership both regionally and with Cleveland Police to introduce new protocols for 
investigating fires. 


Action Lead  Date 


SSC8.1: produce an impact assessment (options) report on the 
Authority’s new protocol for investigating fires 


The development of Level 2 firefighter instructors’ course has commenced to 
ensure all officers are Level 5 certificate qualified in line with the current code of 
practice. Initial discussions have been held with Cleveland Police Crime Scene 
Investigators team to establish their willingness to consider the Brigade working 
under their accreditation and this has been proposed for next Collaboration 
Group meeting. This is the direction of travel across the North East regional fire 
and rescue services. The new protocol was presented and accepted at ELT on 
20


th
 Sep 2018. 


Steve 
Johnson 


Joe 
Flounders 


Mar 
2019 


 


Directorate Priority SSC9: Produce a Community Health Strategy 


Action Lead  Date 


The implementation of the Brigade’s Senior Management structure took place in June 2018; and with 
that has been a significant change to roles and responsibilities. As a result some priority work has 
had to be re-prioritised to give officers in new roles a chance to plan and organise their work 
activities in their new teams. That has been the case with this project and all actions have been re-
scheduled accordingly and agreed between the project lead and the Chief Fire Officer 


SSC9.1: agree community health objectives and outcomes 


Objectives have been agreed by the Chief Fire Officer. 


Ian 
Hayton 


Aug 
2018 


SSC9.2: produce Community Health Strategy 2018-22 


This strategy now is contained within the umbrella Community Safety Strategy 
and work will be progressed through the delivery plan associated with improved 
health outcomes. 


Steve 
Johnson 


Dec 
2018 


SSC9.3: implement year 1 implementation plan and regularly report 
achievements  


As above. 


Steve 
Johnson 


Mar  
2019 
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Directorate Priority SSC10: Review the Authority’s Community Safety Strategy 


Action Lead  Date 


SSC10.1: agree community safety objectives and outcomes 


Objectives, outcomes and performance measures agreed (25/06/18) 


Ian 
Hayton 


Jun 
2018 


SSC10.2: produce Community Safety Strategy 2018-22 


A Community Safety Strategy was approved at ELT on 24
th
 Jan 2019 and 


presented to the Executive Committee on 25
th
 Jan 2019 (evidence ELT minutes 


and Exec minutes) 


Ian 
Hayton 


Dec 
2018 


SSC10.3: implement year 1 implementation plan and regularly report 
achievements ELT Decision 26


th
 Nov 2018 – Action to be delivered in 2019/20 


Ian 
Hayton 


Mar 
2019 


 


Directorate Priority SSC11: Develop the risk based inspection programme to comply with the 
Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 specifically: the inspection of premises; the 
assessment of premises in our addressed based targeting system and new technology 


Action Lead  Date 


SSC11.1: utilise the addressed based targeting system to identify and 
prioritise premises for inspection 


The risk based inspection for year 2018/19 programmed inspections for Station 
Based Advisors and department staff is available on the Brigade’s intranet. 


Steve 
Johnson 


Joe 
Flounders 


Jul 
2018 


SSC11.2: research and report on new technologies to provide service 
improvements in protection 


Review of current and alternative provision for a database to provide suitable 
access and provision of a risk based programme of audits has been 
undertaken (in-house provision, SEED and CIVICA) An options report and 
recommendations is being written.  Mobile and short audit provision to be 
assessed.  IRIS Pathfinder trial to commence later this year. 


Market research ongoing in the meantime it has been agreed to upgrade to 
CFRMIS 6.2 to alleviate issues being experienced. This action will continue into 
bespoke projects for 2019/20 


Steve 
Johnson 


Joe 
Flounders  


Mar 
2019 
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Directorate Priority SSC12: Develop emergency response plans for high rise premises 


Action Lead  Date 


SSC12.1: utilise risk information to categorise all high rise premises 


Working with Partners and housing providers all high rise premises have been 
included on the Brigade’s risk based inspection programme (SSC11). All high 
rise premises have been inspected and are broadly compliant, operational 
crews have been made aware of and are familiar with risks.  


Joe 
Flounders 


Jun 
2018 


SSC12.2: develop a suite of reasonable planning scenarios for each 
specific high rise premises 


A generic planning scenario has been developed involving a single flat fire in a 
high rise, which informs a generic pre-determined attendance requirement for 
high rise premises, based on the Crew Task Analysis. This has been approved. 


Dave 
Turton 


Sep 
2018 


SSC12.3: produce Emergency Response Plans for each specific high rise 
premises including CTA and ERA 


The template for ERPS specific to high rise premises has been developed and 
a working example for Elm House apartments has been operationally tested 
during a series of exercises with multiple operational crews. The ERP template 
was approved at the Community Safety Directorate Meeting in Nov 2018. Work 
has been completed to produce the ERPs for the scenarios agreed in 12.2 
above and for the scenario of a floor fire. 


Dave 
Turton 


Nov 
2018 


SSC12.4: Implement ERPs 


All ERPs are operationally implemented. 


Dave 
Turton 


Mar 
2019 


 


Directorate Priority SSC13: High Hazard Industries 


Action Lead  Date 


SSC13.1: detail the site specific resource requirements 


The Emergency Response Planning template and process is understood and 
embedded within the Emergency Response team. The single reasonable Worst 
Case Scenario Planning Emergency Response Plans exist for each high hazard 
site. Future scenarios are under development.  


Dave 
Turton 


Mar 
2019 


SSC13.2: develop the emergency response arrangements, procedural 
guidance, mobilising arrangements and training of staff 


Mobilising arrangements are set out in our revised Mobilising Procedure, which 
will result in the withdrawal of the Concept of Operations.  Staff will need 
instruction on access to reasonable worse case planning scenario. 


Dave 
Turton 


Mar 
2019 


SSC13.3: develop high hazard industry site specific risk information for 
firefighters 


A gap analysis of the entire SSRI process has been completed and an action plan 
produced. The proposed revised Ops Intel process, which incorporates SSRI 
facilitates a review of SSRI. A schematic incorporating SSRI and the Ops Intel 
process has been designed and approved. 


Dave 
Turton 


Mar 
2019 


SSC13.4: develop robust arrangements for mutual aid for situations that are 
not reasonably foreseeable but are possible 


A mutual aid register with Partners is held in the Fire Control room. The Mutual 
Aid Group is working towards a legally constituted Group that will secure financial 
commitment across Partners. Awaiting final agreements to be signed. 


Dave 
Turton 


Mar 
2019 


A single Reasonable Worse Case Scenario Emergency Response Plan has been developed 
and embedded within our operational arrangements for each of the identified High hazard 
sites. This is an ongoing process that will span many years. 
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Directorate Priority SSC14: National Occupational Guidance 


Action Lead  Date 


SSC14.1:  implement revised organisational structure to move 
responsibility for National Operational Guidance to Learning and 
Development functional area  


The responsibility for National Operational Guidance has been transferred to the 
HLD with effect from 1


st
 Apr 2018. (Evidence: Organisational Structure Charts) 


Dave 
Turton 


May 
2018 


SSC14.2: ensure all department staff involved in National Operational 
Guidance implementation and assurance are trained by National 
Operational Guidance team 


The HLD, the Station Manager NOG, the Operational Assurance Team and 
Regional National Operational Guidance teams attended a training day at 
Cleveland Fire Brigade on 2


nd
 May – input was delivered by Craig Barber 


National Operational Guidance Policy Team (Evidence: Training Programme) 


Ray 
Khaliq 


May 
2018 


SSC14.3: carry out strategic gap analysis and develop action plans to 
address gap areas (where required) 


Implementation plan will follow National Operational Guidance Programme 
Guidance.  This is incorporated into a National Operational Guidance 
Implementation procedure which has been produced by Head of Learning and 
Development.  Submitted to ELT in July, approved and is now in the process of 
being implemented. 
Strategic Gap analysis completed for Incident Command and subsequent gap 
analysis completed. NOG Incident Command Suite product pack expected to be 
published mid November 2018.  The process of carrying out gap analysis will 
follow the NOG implementation model approved by ELT (Operational Assurance 
procedure Note 4)  


Ray 
Khaliq 


Mar 
2019 


SSC14.4: develop implementation plan for NOG which includes 
consideration of outcomes from strategic gap analysis 


The Brigade’s Executive Leadership Team has approved the procedure for the 
‘Implementation Model for NOG’ on 19


th
 Jul 2018. The Head of Learning and 


Development has produced an implementation plan for the NOG programme, 
which is currently awaiting approval. (Evidence: ELT Minutes 19


th
 Jul 2018.) 


Ray 
Khaliq 


Mar 
2019 


SSC14.5: produce, communicate and embed Brigade operational 
procedures  


All station based personnel; Fire Control and Flexi Group have received input 
from Station Manager PJ re NOG programme and implementation within the 
Brigade. Intranet site for NOG developed and will go live mid-November with first 
of the NOG product packs (Incident Command) 


Ray 
Khaliq 


Mar 
2019  


SSC14.6: work with regional NOG teams to identify areas of common 
practice to improve cross border working and bring efficiencies in terms of 
shared work 


A North East Fire Service “Regional Operational Guidance Forum” has been set 
up by the four regional Brigades with agreed terms of reference.  Philosophy of 
group is to share information wherever possible, in addition to identify 
opportunities for collaboration.  Group will formally meet on a quarterly basis.  
TWFRS Chair  group and they represent the NE region at National level 


 


 


 


Ray 
Khaliq 


Mar 
2019 
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Directorate Priority SSC16: Comply with the Regulators Code 


Action Lead  Date 


SSC16.1: Undertake a Regulators’ Development Needs Analysis utilising 
the Better Regulation Delivery Office toolkit 


All Fire Safety department staff have been registered with Department for 
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy.  All staff have undertaken the self-
assessment analysis which is being used to inform a Development Plan. 


Steve 
Johnson  
Joe 
Flounders 


Jul 
2018 


SSC16.2: Produce a Development Needs Analysis Report and associated 
action plan 


An analysis of needs has been undertaken and will be progressed as section 
core work in 2019/20.  


Steve 
Johnson 
Joe 
Flounders 


Dec 
2018 


 


Directorate Priority SSC17: Fire Support Network 


Action Lead  Date 


SSC17.1: Monitor the activities of Cleveland Fire Support Network to 
ensure they align to the requirements of the Community Safety Strategy  


Work is ongoing with FSN to align its activities with that of the new Community 
Safety Strategy. This priority will continue under the Area Manager Prevention. 


Steve 
Johnson 


Mar 
2019 


 


Directorate Priority SSC18: Evaluate Body Worn Video for Operational Personnel 


Action Lead  Date 


SSC18.1: agree scope of assessment and pilot Body Worn Video for 
operational personnel 


A proof of concept trial takes place from 1
st
 Aug 2018 until 1


st
 Jan 2019. Two 


stations are involved, Grangetown and Stockton based on the profile of violence 
to staff incidents. The trial parameters have been agreed with the FBU and staff. 
The legislative requirements in relation Brigade’s Information Governance 
Framework comply with Data Protection Procedure IC01. The pilot will be 
evaluated in 2019 


Dave 
Turton 


Mar 


2019 


SSC18.2: produce business case for Body Worn Video for Operational 
Personnel 


ELT decision Nov 2018 – carry forward to 2019/20 


Dave 
Turton 


Aug 
2019 


Directorate Priority SSC15: Safeguarding 


Action Lead  Date 


SSC15.1: review Vulnerable Persons procedure to ensure safeguarding 
arrangements for adults and children are fit for purpose, including links 
with enforcement and modern day slavery 


Review of existing documents undertaken, amendments made in relation to 
updated legislation and MDS Act. Submitted to Teeswide Safeguarding Adults 
Board (TSAB) for external feedback. TSAB and Local Safeguarding Children’s 
Board both fed back, procedures fully updated including new referral forms. 
The new procedures were approved by ELT on 20


th
 Sep 2018. All documents 


have been updated on the Brigade’s Intranet, Fire Alert issued for staff 
notification, new Safeguarding Workbooks made available for staff use, Core 
Level 3 training for Designated Officers. Further improvements being 
developed with IT to create more accurate information gathering. 


Steve 
Johnson 


Dec 
2018 
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Directorate Priority SSC19: Cross-Border Arrangements 


Action Lead  Date 


SSC19.1: Review FRSA s13 & s16 Arrangements 


 
County Durham and Darlington Fire and Rescue Service (CDDFRS) 
A meeting has been held with CDDFRS and the content of the revised section 
13/16 agreement agreed. The existing document has been assured by the 
Authority’s Legal Advisor and Monitoring Officer and signed by both services 
 
North Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service (NYFRS) 
A meeting has been held with NYFRS and the content of the revised section 
13/16 agreement agreed. The existing document has been assured by the 
Authority’s Legal Advisor and Monitoring Officer and signed by both services. 
 


Dave 
Turton 


Sep 


2018 


SSC19.2: Develop an improvement plan between DDFRS and NYFRS 


A tri-partite group has been established under the stewardship of SM Turner, 
to explore, plan and implement enhanced risk information sharing, promote 
understanding on differing operational arrangements and undertake joint 
exercises 


Dave 
Turton 


Mar 


2019 
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A Proud, Passionate, Professional and Inclusive Workforce  
 


Corporate Priority PIW1: Adopt the national Leadership Strategy aligned to the National 
behavioural framework 


Action Lead  Date 


PIW1.1: consider national guidance on fire and rescue leadership 
framework 


This project was originally scheduled for completion June 2018 but very much 
depended on outcomes from National work. The work at national level is 
ongoing and a draft new leadership strategy was released to the Fire and 
Rescue Sector in July 2018 for consultation. We have considered the draft 
framework and, following consultation with individual staff groups have 
developed a new values and behaviour framework that was approved by ELT on 
23


rd
 October 2018 and the Executive Committee on 23


rd
 November 2018.  


Ray 
Khaliq 


Dec 
2018 


PIW1.2: consider direct entry into incident command at level 4 


ELT decision 26
th
 Nov 2018 – this project is to be carried forward to 2019/20 and 


incorporated into an overall piece of work relating to workforce planning  


Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2019 


PIW1.3: consider fast-track graduate entry 


ELT decision 26
th
 Nov 2018 – this project is to be carried forward to 2019/20 and 


incorporated into an overall piece of work relating to workforce planning 


Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2019 


PIW1.4: consider replacing existing PQAs with new national behavioural 
framework 


Whilst awaiting the outcomes from the draft new leadership behavioural 
framework we have commenced the integration of the incident command set of 
behaviours which are set out in the National Operational Guidance 
document. These behaviours have been piloted as part of the operational role 
related assessments for crew, watch and station manager levels. The annual 
personal development review process has also been revised and now includes a 
minimum of annual assessment by the individual’s line manager.  The national 
draft leadership framework was issued in July 2018 and has helped to inform the 
Brigade’s refresh of its value and behavioural framework. A new project will be 
established for 2019/20 that will review the Brigade’s recruitment, selection and 
promotion; and maintenance and development of competence processes with a 
view to considering the outcomes of the pilots and the Brigade’s new values and 
behavioural framework. (Evidence ELT minutes 23


rd
 October 2018; pilot work 


discussions with Head of Learning and Development) 


Ray 
Khaliq 


 


 


Dec 
2018 


PIW1.5: develop mentoring scheme for ILM levels 2-5 


A mentoring scheme, which will be delivered and ran through a collaborative 
arrangement with Cleveland Police, has been approved by the Executive 
Leadership Team.  Currently six CFB managers have attended training which 
was delivered at Police Headquarters 16


th
 May 2018.  A further course for 11 


people was delivered as part of the rollout of the scheme on 22
nd


 October 2018 
from CFB Training and Admin Hub.  Further courses to be planned and will be 
open to Watch Managers up to and including Brigade Managers. These will be 
captured within the workforce planning arrangements. 


Ray 
Khaliq 


 


Dec 
2018 
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Corporate Priority PIW2: Implement the Authority’s Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) 
Strategy 


Action Lead  Date 


PIW2.1: implement year 1 actions associated with our equality theme 
‘Political and Professional Leadership’ 
 


 Action 1.1 Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Forum (EDIF) established – first 


meeting 29
th
 May 2018. Terms of Reference have been agreed (evidence 


mins of meeting, terms of reference). 


 


 Action 1.2 The CFA is represented at EDIF; and all of ELT and the Trade 


Unions are members of EDIF. The constitution and terms of reference for all 


meetings give reference to equality, diversity and inclusion thereby ensuring 


EDI threads through decision making. (evidence Meetings and Decision 


Making Structures document) 


 


 Action 1.3 The website has been reviewed following engagement sessions 


with various stakeholders. EDI section is complete with documents posted 


and branded as necessary. 


 


 Action 2.1 Following consultation with relevant stakeholders the Authority 


published its equality objectives on the website and within its EDI Strategy  


(evidence EDI Strategy 2018-22 and website) 


 


 Action 2.2 Following consultation with relevant stakeholders the Authority 


published its EDI Strategy and updated its website to show the work 


achieved in EDI (evidence EDI Strategy 2018-22 and website). A workforce 


profile report and update on PSED actions have been posted for 2017/18. 


 


 Action 2.3: Gender Pay Gap Report has been published on the Brigade’s 
website March 2018 (evidence CFA minutes, website) 


 


 Action 2.4: Modern Slavery Statement has been published on Brigade’s 
website. Full report presented to ELT and EDIF Jan2019 (evidence CFA, 
ELT and EDIF minutes and  website) 


 


 Action 3.1: Regular reports on EDI are received by Elected Members, the 
Brigade’s ELT, the Trade Unions and Staff. This is supported through the 
constitution and terms of reference for all meetings. (evidence Meetings and 
Decision Making Structures document) 


 


 Action 3.2: Sub Groups against each of the five themes have been 
established to deliver the EDI Action Plan. Each sub group has terms of 
reference and feeds into EIDF(evidence Sub Group terms of reference) 


 


 Action 3.3: The Brigade has submitted its application for assessment against 
the Stonewall Workplace Equality Index. Assessment will take place in 
Autumn 2018. Following consideration of independent accreditors EDIF 
29/01/19 agreed to seek accreditation in 2019. 


 


 Action 3.4: The Brigade’s re- accreditation of the Disability Confident Status 
was received in Dec 2018. 
 


 Actions 3.5, 3.6: All managers have been notified to set EDI key work 
objectives – (evidence email Karen Winter 1


st
 April 2018 and 1


st
 April 2019) 


Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2019 
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 Action 3.8 The Brigade has signed up to the Dying to Work campaign with a 
launch to staff in Jan 2018 (evidence ‘Firewire’).   


 


 Action 3.10: A workforce profile report has been produced for 2017/18 and 
presented to ELT, staff and EDIF) and published on the Brigade’s website. 
As expected, given the fact that our strategy is new, the workforce profile is 
similar to the previous year. No further actions required at this stage to allow 
our work within the strategy to be progressed.(evidence Workforce Profile 
Report 20178 and website)  
 


 Action 4.1: The national draft leadership framework was issued in July 2018 
and has helped to inform the Brigade’s refresh of its value and behavioural 
framework which was approved by ELT on 23


rd
 Oct and Exec on 23rd Nov 


2018. New actions have been agreed to embed the values. 
 


 Action 4.2: A draft code of conduct for staff has been agreed at ELT in Jan 
2019; this is currently out for consultation. 


 
 


PIW2.2: implement year 1 actions associated with our equality theme 
‘Inclusive Culture’ 


 Action 5.1 a) 25 courses which cover EDI and unconscious bias have been 
delivered. 


 Action 5.4 The Brigade’s Anti-Bullying and Harassment, Grievance and 
Discipline policies have been reviewed and updated 


 Action 7.1 CFO’s visits and District meetings are scheduled 


 Action 7.2 Leadership Events are scheduled 


 Action 7.5 Task and finish groups have been established for projects such 
as values, positive action, garden design, vehicle/uniform specification, 
health and wellbeing, and duty systems to support staff engagement 
 
 
 
 


Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2019 


PIW2.3: implement year 1 actions associated with our equality theme 
‘Recruitment, Progression, Retention’ 


The following actions have been completed 


 Action 8.1 the adoption of the national RDS media campaign packages  and 
embedded it into all recruitment materials 


 Action 8.3  completed a firefighter apprenticeship scheme (10 apprentices) 


 Action 8.4 careers and positive action events are carried out schools, 
colleges and community events 


 Action 8.5 positive action events for the recruitment of whole-time firefighters 


 Action 8.7 A positive action presentation was delivered to EDIF members at 
a meeting in Sep 2018 and replicated at corporate communications meeting 
in Oct 2018. EDI training across the whole workforce included sessions on 
positive action. 


 Action 8.8  following review and consultation with representative bodies the 
Brigade introduced a new Flexible Working Policy and Procedure in Oct 
2017 (evidence new Policy, Representative Bodies consultation Exec mins) 
 
 
 


Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2019 
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PIW2.4: implement year 1 actions associated with our equality theme 
‘Delivering Services to Diverse Communities’ 


The following actions have been completed 


 Action 11.1 A Community Risk Profile report was produced and approved by 


Fire Authority in Dec 2017; this was used to inform the Brigade’s CIRMP 


2018-22. It was refreshed again in Dec 2018. The report will be refreshed 


each year to 2021. (Evidence Fire Authority minutes, Community Risk Profile 


Report on Website) 


 Action 12.1: A comprehensive consultation exercise on the proposals 


contained within the CIRMP 2018-22 was approved by the Fire Authority in 


Dec 2017 and undertaken with all key stakeholders from Dec – Feb 2018. 


Feedback was provided to the Authority in March 2018 for consideration 


prior to making decisions on final CIRMP 2018-22. (Evidence Consultation 


Programme, Consultation Feedback Report, Executive Leadership Team 


and Fire Authority Minutes) 


Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2019 


PIW2.5: implement year 1 actions associated with our equality theme 
‘Positive Purchasing Power’ 


The following actions have been completed 


 Action 13.1 A Procurement Strategy was agreed by ELT and CFA Exec in 
Nov 2018. 


 Action  13.4  We have revised Terms and Conditions for goods and services 
to ensure suppliers meet legal requirements under section G2 (corporate 
requirement) 


 Action 13.7 New tender templates have been created which include 
questions on EDI. Pass/fail criteria ensure organisations comply with 
Equality Act 2010 


 Action 13.8 It is a legal requirement to inform bidders how their tenders will 
be evaluated – we include this information into tender packages.    


Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2019 
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Corporate Priority PIW3: Develop and implement our Workforce Strategy to support our 
CIRMP 2018-22  


Action Lead  Date 


PIW3.1: agree workforce strategy objectives and outcomes relating to: 
employee health and wellbeing; health and safety; skills and competence; 
leadership; EDI; cultural reform and workforce and succession planning 


In undertaking research for this project it has come to light that most fire and 
rescue services have in place a People Strategy as opposed to a Workforce 
Strategy; the only difference being the title.  The new National Framework for 
Fire and Rescue Services also requires fire and rescue services to have in place 
a People Strategy. With this in mind the Chief Fire Officer has agreed that, in 
order to ensure better alignment to the Framework and avoid confusion in titles, 
CFA should now look to produce a People Strategy; and accordingly all actions 
have been amended to reference People instead of Workforce.  


 


Following extensive research and full engagement with relevant Heads of 
Section, the DCS has produced a suite of outcomes and objectives that will 
support the delivery of the People Strategy. These outcomes relate to six key 
themes: Health and Safety; Health and Wellbeing; Training and Education; 
Leadership and Management; Inclusive Culture, Values and Behaviours; and 
Sustainable Workforce. The outcomes and objectives of the People Strategy 
were agreed by the Chief Fire Officer on 6


th
 Aug and these will be used to 


formulate the Authority’s People Strategy. (Evidence: Draft People Strategy v3) 


Karen 
Winter 


Aug 
2018 


PIW3.2: produce a People Strategy 2018-22 


The outcomes and objectives of the People Strategy have been used by the 
Director of Corporate Services to develop a draft People Strategy. This has been 
subject to consultation with Representative Bodies and the Corporate Sounding 
Board for consultation with their teams. The People Strategy has been approved 
by the Brigade’s ELT on 20


th
 Sep 2018 and presented to the Authority’s 


Executive Committee on 28
th
 Sep 2018. 


Karen 
Winter 


Oct 
2018 


PIW3.3: implement year 1 improvement plan  


Delivery of the People Strategy will be through the following underpinning 
strategies and associated action plans: 
 


 Health and Safety 


 Employee Health and Wellbeing 


 Training and Education 


 Leadership and Management 


 Equality, Diversity and Inclusion 


 Workforce Plan 
 
Therefore there are no specific direct actions associated with the implementation 
of this Strategy. Individual actions will be picked up under the specific strategy. 
 


Karen 
Winter  


Mar 
2019 
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Corporate Priority PIW4: Develop and implement our Cultural Reform Strategy 


Action Lead  Date 


PIW4.1: agree cultural reform strategy objectives and outcomes including 
reward, recognition, values, behaviours and engagement 


In exploring and developing the People Strategy (PIW3) the CFO decided that a 
separate cultural reform strategy is no longer required. Work associated with 
Health and Wellbeing, Equality, Diversity and Inclusion, Training and Education, 
Health and Safety and Leadership and Management and Staff Communications 
and Engagement all for part of our cultural reform plans and activities.  


Ian 
Hayton 


 


PIW4.2: undertake staff survey 


In exploring and developing the People Strategy (PIW3) the CFO decided by the 
CFO that a separate action for a staff survey would now no longer required. 
Instead this would be picked up under the implementation of the People Strategy 
under the Culture, Values and Behaviour plans and activities. 


Ian 
Hayton 


Steve 
Johnson  


 


PIW4.3: develop cultural reform strategy (may be part of people strategy)  


In exploring and developing the People Strategy (PIW3) the CFO decided that a 
separate cultural reform strategy is no longer required. Work associated with 
Health and Wellbeing, Equality, Diversity and Inclusion, Training and Education, 
Health and Safety and Leadership and Management and Staff Communications 
and Engagement all for part of our cultural reform plans and activities. 


Ian 
Hayton 


 


PW4.4: review organisational values 


Over the last two years numerous staff engagement sessions have been 
undertaken in relation to the Brigade’s organisational values. This has included a 
significant number of Chief Fire Officer visits to fire stations, leadership events 
and meeting of the Corporate Sounding Board. This consultation has resulted in 
the workforce wanting to retain the existing organisational values that are 
represented in our PRIDE logo. 


Ian 
Hayton 


Nov 
2018 


PIW4.5 review reward and recognition policy 


Research is underway. The project lead is gathering information and documents 
from other Fire and Rescue Services and other organisations to obtain best 
practice and inform the Brigade’s strategy. Consultation visits have been carried 
out at some stations and this is ongoing, this has been supported with 
consultation emails sent to all Watch Managers and department heads 
requesting thoughts and ideas. Feedback is being collated and reviewed. Work 
will continue into 2019/20. 


Alan 
Brown 


Mar 
2019 


PIW4.6: review behavioural framework 


A draft new leadership strategy was released to the Fire and Rescue Sector in 
July 2018 for consultation. We have considered the draft framework and, 
following consultation with individual staff groups have developed a new values 
and behaviour framework that was approved by ELT on 23


rd
 October 2018 and 


the Executive Committee on 23
rd


 Nov 2018 (Evidence ELT mins 23
rd


 Oct and 
Exec mins 23


rd
 Nov 2018) 


Ian 
Hayton  


Nov 
2018 


PIW4.7: implement year 1 improvement plan and report achievements  


Given decisions made re PIW4.1.4.2 and 4.3 this action is no longer required. 


Ian 
Hayton  
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Directorate Priority PIW5: Continue to secure and provide training for all staff that ensures 
and enhances competence including alignment and achievement to professional 
qualifications 


Action Lead  Date 


PIW5.1: develop a professional qualifications framework across the 
Brigade which considers all requirements identified by NFCC ‘Professional 
Standards Body’ 


The Brigade has been successful in its application to deliver qualifications and 
now has “Approved Centre” status with Skills for Justice (the Awarding Body) to 
deliver: 


 SFJ Awards Level 3 Award in Initial Incident Command in Fire and Rescue 
Services (603/0587/3) 


 SFJ Awards Level 4 Award in Intermediate Incident Command in Fire and 


Rescue Services (603/0588/5) 


 SFJ Awards Level 3 Award In Using Breathing Apparatus in Fire and 


Rescue Responses (600/6951/X) 


 SFJ Awards Level 3 Award In Breathing Apparatus Instruction (600/7254/4) 


The Brigade now delivers qualifications in incident command for crew and watch 
managers. Our work will continue into 2019/20 


Ray 
Khaliq 


Mar 
2019 


PIW5.2: work with academia including IFE to develop the award of 
university credits for in- service learning and development 


We are monitoring the work at national level and exploring collaboration 
opportunities for accessing academic qualifications. This work will continue to 
2019/20 under PIW1 


Ray 
Khaliq  


Mar 
2019 


PIW5.3: further develop the standardised management awards with 
external accreditation(e.g. ILM Level 3 and 5) for supervisory and middle 
managers across all disciplines 


This action is incorporated into 5.2 above 


Ray 
Khaliq 


Mar 
2019 


PIW5.4: maintain status as approved centre for the delivery of firefighter, 
watch manager and control NVQs 


We have achieved ‘approved centre status’ with three awarding bodies for the 
delivery of a range of qualifications such as first aid for firefighters; NVQ for 
firefighters/fire control and risk critical competencies such as incident command 
and breathing apparatus. 


Ray 
Khaliq 


Mar 
2019 
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Directorate Priority PIW7: Explore and implement the use of new technological solutions to 
create realistic, challenging training simulation environments for our incident commanders 


Action Lead  Date 


PIW7.1: explore collaborative opportunities for Incident Command Support 
bespoke solutions aligned to the Brigade’s risks 


A collaboration project with Teesside University to develop an advanced virtual 
reality incident command simulator with scenarios aligned to the risk in Teesside 
is complete.  


Ray 
Khaliq 


Mar 
2019 


PIW7.2: identify potential systems which will enhance Incident Command 
Support training and assessment 


Our VcommandR system referred to above will be further developed to increase 
the range of scenarios; this along with the identification of other technological 
solutions for incident command training will be undertaken as part of the Training 
and Education Delivery Plan going forward. 


Ray 
Khaliq  


Mar 
2019 


PIW7.3: continue to improve training environments to better reflect fire 
ground e.g. sounds, equipment, role player 


Our explorations of other solutions for incident command training as outlined 
above will include the use of sound, equipment and role play. This will be 
undertaken as part of the Training and Education Delivery Plan.  


Ray 
Khaliq 


Mar 
2019 


 


Directorate Priority PIW8: Develop a new apprentice scheme that will support our future 
workforce planning arrangements 


Action Lead  Date 


PIW8.1/2: evaluate current firefighter apprenticeship scheme and consider 
outcomes from evaluation in relation to future workforce planning 


A full evaluation report and presentation was taken to the Brigade’s ELT on 23
rd


 
Aug 2018. (Evidence: Evaluation report, presentation and ELT minutes 23


rd
 Aug 


2018). The current Emergency Fire Services Operations apprenticeship 
programme is based on an approved framework which is designed more around 
academic achievement. The Government approval for this form of programme 
was withdrawn in October 2017. 


 


Any future firefighter apprenticeships will need to be offered under a newly 
approved apprenticeship trailblazer framework which is designed more around 
vocational achievement and employer requirements. A new Firefighter 
Apprenticeship Standard has been developed by NFCC in consultation with a 
range of key stakeholders including Local Authority Fire Services and Trade 
Unions.  


 


The Brigade is keeping a watching brief on the national trailblazer scheme and 
will consider the implications of using this as a route to recruiting whole-time 
firefighters in the future. 


 


 


Karen 
Winter 


Oct 
2018 


PIW8.3: consider implications of national apprenticeship frameworks 
including trailblazer firefighter; business fire safety advisor; emergency 
services contact handler; community safety advisor; fire safety inspector 


This project can only be complete on outcomes of national work therefore it is 
c/fwd to 2019/20 as part of workforce planning project. 


 


 


Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2019 
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Directorate Priorities PIW9: Complete Internal Operating Plan for Directorates 


Action Lead  Date 


PIW9.1: undertake Personal Development Reviews (PDRs) for Heads of 
Department Corporate Services 


All Heads have had a PDR and been given their development plans as follows: 


 HRP: Tim Graham 10
th
 Apr 2018 (evidence PDR) 


 HHR: Nicola Moore 14
th
 May 2018 (evidence PDR) 


 HFP:  Cliff Cordiner 27
th
 Apr 2018 (evidence PDR)  


 DAM: Bev Parker 10
th
 May 2018 (evidence PDR) 


Karen 
Winter 


Apr 
2018 


PIW9.2: undertake PDRs for Heads of Department Community Protection 


All Heads have had a PDR and been given their development plans as follows: 


 AMP: Steve Johnson 7
th
 June 2018 (evidence PDR)  


 AMER: Mick Picknett 8
th
 June 2018  (evidence PDR) 


 HTC: Dave Turton 7
th
 June 2018 (evidence PDR) 


 HRE: Joe Flounders 7
th
 June 2018 (evidence PDR) 


Ian 
Hayton  


Apr 
2018 


PIW9.3: undertake PDRs for all Heads of Department Technical Services 


All Heads have had a PDR and been given their development plans as follows: 


 HTS: John Feeney 21
st
 June 2018 (evidence PDR)  


 HICT: Darren Richards: 10
th
 July 2018 (evidence PDR) 


 HLD: Chris Chisholm 31
st
 July 208 


Ian 
Hayton 


Karen 
Winter 


Apr 
2018 


PIW9.4: produce and publish Internal Operating Plans (IOPs) for Heads of 
Department  


All Heads of have been given and agreed their IOP actions for 2018/19 


Karen 
Winter 


Apr 
2018 


PIW9.5: produce and publish IOPs for Heads of Department  


All Heads of have been given and agreed their IOP actions for 2018/19 


Ian 
Hayton 


Apr 
2018 


PIW9.6: produce and publish IOPS for all Heads of Department  


All Heads of have been given and agreed their IOP actions for 2018/19. 


Ian 
Hayton 


Apr 
2018 


PIW9.7: review existing PDR arrangements to improve recording of PDR 
meetings, areas of development arising from annual PDR and clear links 
to personal and organisational objectives 


A review of the PDR procedure has been undertaken which has resulted in a 
revised procedure. This includes revised personal development plans which are 
aligned to new organizational goals, new for recording the outcomes of the 
meeting, and a central process for the compilation of personal reviews.  Revised 
PDRpro competence recording system to be rolled out for operational personnel 
up to and including GM and Fire Control Jan 2019.  This will include reference to 
PDR meeting and will incorporate new behaviours from brigade behavioural 
framework. PDRpro will be developed for Corporate staff throughout 2019. 


Ray 
Khaliq 


Dec 
2018 


Directorate Priorities PIW10: Health and Safety Strategy 


Action Lead  Date 


PIW10.1: review Health and Safety Strategy in light of new People Strategy 
A Health and Safety Strategy, that underpins the Brigade’s People Strategy was 
approved by ELT on 24


th
 Jan 2019 and presented to Executive Committee on 


25
th
 Jan 2019. (evidence ELT mins and Executive mins)  


Ray 
Khaliq 


Mar 
2019 
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Directorate Priorities PIW11: Employee Health and Wellbeing Strategy 


Action Lead  Date 


PIW11.1: review Employee Health and Wellbeing Strategy  


A new People Strategy was approved in 2018/19 which set out an underpinning 
strategy for employee health and wellbeing. A Delivery Plan 2019/20 - 2021 with 
actions to deliver the Strategy’s objectives relating to mental health, physical 
health and fitness and health promotion is now being developed through the 
Employee Health and Wellbeing Board. 


Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2019 


Directorate Priorities PIW12: Leadership and Management Strategy 


Action Lead  Date 


PIW12.1: review Leadership and Management Strategy 


Draft Leadership and Management Strategy agreed between CFO and DTS – 
completion anticipated Apr 2019. c/fwd to 2019/20 PIW1 


Ray 
Khaliq 


Mar 
2019 
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Efficient Use of Resources  
 


Corporate Priority UOR1: operational crewing: review all current duty systems. This will 
include the crewing arrangements on fire engines; flexible ways of staffing our fire stations 
and control centre; and the provision of incident command cover 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR1.1: agree scope of work and project plan  


Separate projects have been established for: 


 Control Room Review: UOR3 


 Retained Duty System: UOR11 


The operational whole-time duty and FDOs will be progressed in 2019/20  


Dave 
Turton 


Oct 
2018 


 


Corporate Priority UOR2: consider introducing day crewing model or alternative variable 
crewing arrangements to fire stations/fire engines 


This project is amalgamated under Project no SSC3  


 


Corporate Priority UOR3: prepare for implementation of outcomes of the control room review 
- removal of 4 fire control operator posts 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR3.1: agree scope of work and implementation plan  


The IRMP proposal to re-structure staffing within Brigade control is complete. 
The detailed proposal, implementation plan and associated risk assessment has 
been completed and forward to the FBU for consultation in Feb 2019. 


Dave 
Turton 


Sep 
2018 


UOR3.2: implementation of control room review 


Implementation scheduled for 1
st
 April 2019 subject to consultation with FBU.  


Ian 
Hayton 


Mar 
2019 


UOR3.3: evaluate new control room working arrangements 


ELT decision 26
th
 Nov 2018 to carry forward to 2019/20 


Dave 
Turton 


Jul 
2021 


 


Corporate Priority UOR4: implement an alternative staffing model on the incident command 
unit removing 4 crew manager and 4 fire-fighter posts  


Action Lead  Date 


UOR4.1: agree scope of work and implementation plan  


Alternate staffing model implemented and staff transferred from Hartlepool 
station to bring establishment in line with new establishment figure. Procedures 
updated in fire control for mobilising the ICU. 


Mick 
Picknett 


Simon 
Weastell 


Mar 
2018 


UOR4.2: update establishment and budgets 


On 1
st
 April 2018 the DCS updated the Brigade’s establishment records 


removing 4 x Crew Manager and 4 x Firefighter posts; budget provision for those 
posts were also removed. (evidence e mail from Karen Winter to Michelle 
Richardson and Cliff Cordiner on 1


st
 Apr 2018 and establishment records) 


Karen 
Winter 


Apr 
2018 


UOR4.3: implement new ICU operational arrangements 


Alternate staffing model implemented and staff transferred from Hartlepool 
station to bring establishment in line with new establishment figure. Procedures 
updated in fire control for mobilising the ICU. 


Mick 
Picknett 


Simon 
Weastell 


Apr 
2018 


UOR4.4: evaluate the new ICU operational arrangements C/fwd to 2019/20 Simon 
Weastell 
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Corporate Priority UOR5: prepare to extend the implementation of 4 riders per appliance to all 
fire engines removing 12 fire-fighter posts on 1


st
 April 2019 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR5.1: agree scope of work and implementation plan  


Preparation work is being undertaken by District Managers to implement this 
action on the due date, including the reconfiguration of staffing and leave 
arrangements. District Managers have been instructed to brief staff, to 
confirm their understanding of this change 


Ian Hayton Dec 
2018 


UOR5.2: implement new operational arrangements 


New operational arrangements scheduled for ‘go-live’ on 1
st
 April 2019 


Ian Hayton Mar 
2019 


 


Corporate Priority UOR6: implement incident command and principal officer cover with the 
intention of establishing a structure of a chief fire officer and two assistant chief fire officers 
(directors) removing one directors post 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR6.1: agree senior management structure with Fire Authority 


Senior Management Structure report was presented to the CFA in Jan 2018. It 
was subjected to consultation with staff and representative bodies prior to final 
approval in Mar 2018 (Evidence CFA mins, consultation programme) 


Ian 
Hayton 


Mar 
2018 


UOR6.2: update establishment and budget to reflect new arrangements  


Establishments and budgets were updated to reflect changes to establishment 
and budgets in Apr 2018.  A Director, two Group Mangers and 0.5 x Personal 
Assistant posts were removed and two Area Managers posts were introduced 
(Evidence e mail Karen Winter to Michelle Richardson and Cliff Cordiner; and 
establishment history records) 


Karen 
Winter 


Apr 
2018 


UOR6.3: implement new Principal Officer/Area Manager arrangements 


In order to reflect the above, structural changes and re-organisation of work are 
required; this is complete. A full external recruitment exercise will take place 
when initial working arrangements have been tested; to allow this to happen and 
to secure immediate senior command support arrangements two temporary Area 
Managers have been recruited and are undergoing strategic command training. 
(Evidence advert, contracts of employment, structure charts, Continuous Duty 
System policy Gold and Grey Book) 


Ian 
Hayton 


May 
2018 
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Corporate Priority UOR7: Provision of the incident command support 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR7.1: sign off for ICS MOU by Police and Fire Collaboration Board 


The Memorandum of Understanding has been signed off by the Police and Fire 
Service in Aug 2018 (Evidence: Signed MOU) 


Ian 
Hayton 


May 
2018 


UOR7.2 prepare operational protocols and procedures 


Following consultation between Brigade and Police Operational teams, a final 
procedure note has been approved in Jan 2019. 


Alan 
Brown 


Jul 
2018 


UOR7.3 commence sharing the ICU 


An MoU with Cleveland Police was signed in Jan 2018, so the option to share 
the ICU (alongside the Welfare POD) has been in place, since that date.  


Alan 
Brown 


Aug 
2018 


UOR7.4 explore opportunities to enhance interoperability through the 
integration of the command function at joint incidents with the Police 
ICT/ Procurement are releasing a new tender on 11/01/2019 for a new ICS. No 
new interoperability work will commence until the award of the tender and the 
integration of the ICS into existing systems. c/fwd to 2019/20 


Alan 
Brown 


Dec 
2018 


UOR7.5 assess feasibility and develop arrangements for collaboration in 
command support teams Depends on action 7.4 


Alan 
Brown 


Jan 
2019 


UOR7.6 develop and implement a plan to achieve closer working 
arrangements in the ‘on site’ incident command function  
Depends on actions 7..4 and 7.5 


Alan 
Brown 


Mar 
2019 


 


Corporate Priority UOR8: Review the outcomes of the national and local emergency medical 
responder project evaluations and determine the future of the scheme in Teesside 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR8.1 consider implications of the NJC commissioned national report 
on EMR trials re scope, scale and benefits of co-responding 


As reported to the Executive Committee, the continuation of the Emergency 
Medical Response national trials is conditional on the satisfactory conclusion 
of the Firefighters’ 2017 Pay Claim. Currently, EMR is viewed as a 
broadening of the role of a firefighter and therefore inextricably linked to pay. 
The pay offer gives rise to a 3% pay rise to undertake the broadening role 
however this is dependent on access to new government funding. Pay 
negotiations are ongoing and a national business plan has been submitted to 
Government re the broadening role of firefighters. Until outcomes of this are 
known no further progress can be made with this project. This project is 
therefore a priority for 2019/20 


Dave Turton Awaiting 
outcomes  


UOR8.2 subject to local negotiations, implement a funded brigade-wide 
emergency medical response scheme 


Dave Turton  TBD 


UOR8.3 review and ensure that there are appropriate arrangements in 
place to provide improved patient outcomes related to early 
intervention by fire and rescue service personnel 


An implementation plan has been prepared for the eventuality that EMR is 
reinstated, to ensure that the knowledge and experiences of the author is not 
lost on his impending retirement from the Brigade 


Dave Turton  TBD 


UOR8.4 develop and implement a local performance framework which 
continuously monitors the impact on patient outcomes, FRS statutory 
functions and health and wellbeing of fire and rescue staff 


Dave Turton  TBD 


UOR8.5 identify opportunities to work together and improve synergies 
with NEAS by more effective use of information; promoting use of 
existing guidance and best practice; and shared communications 


Dave Turton TBD 
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Corporate Priority UOR9: Emergency Services Mobile Communications Programme – 
Collaboration with North East Fire and Rescue Services 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR9.1 comply with ESN Code of Connection 


Significant technical compliance work has been undertaken based upon 
information known. The full and final version of the ESN Code of Connection 
document, with which the Authority needs to comply, has now been published by 
the Home Office and we are working towards full compliance. ELT Decision 26


th
 


Nov 2018 – this project to be carried forward to 2019/20 


Ray 
Khaliq 
 


Mar 
2019 


UOR 9.2 commission the new ground base communications link to ESN 


Emergency Services Network ground-based Communications Link has been 
installed into the Training & Administration Hub building.  Connection to the 
Emergency Services Network will be approved once definitive “Code of 
Connection” has been published and subsequent compliance work is completed. 


ELT Decision 26
th
 Nov 2018 – this project to be carried forward to 2019/20 


Ray 
Khaliq  


 


Mar 
2019 


 


UOR9.3 upgrade existing Fire Control command and control systems 
Upgrades to Fire Control technology including the SEED Command and Control 
mobilising system and the Motorola ICCS communications system are installed 
and went live in our Queen’s Meadow Fire Control on 25


th
 January 2019.  Now 


working through snagging list before final sign off which is due in April 2019. 


Ray 
Khaliq  


 


Mar 
2019 


UOR9.4 develop training plan for ESMCP 
ELT Decision 26


th
 Nov 2018 – this project to be carried forward to 2019/20 


Ray 
Khaliq  


Mar 
2019 


UOR9.5 procure new user devices  
ELT Decision 26


th
 Nov 2018 – this project to be carried forward to 2019/20 


Ray 
Khali 


Mar 
2020 


UOR9.6 install new communications equipment into the operational fleet 
ELT Decision 26


th
 Nov 2018 – this project to be carried forward to 2019/20 


Ray 
Khaliq 


Mar 
2020 


 


Corporate Priority UOR10: Update policy and procedures to achieve and demonstrate 
compliance with General Data Protection Regulations 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR10.1 review and revise Information Governance framework 


The Authority’s Information Governance Framework has been reviewed, 
revised and updated by the Head of Information, Communication and 
Technology.  It was subsequently approved by the Brigade’s Executive 
Leadership Team in March 2018 and the Fire Authority in May 2018. 
(Evidence: Information Governance Framework, Executive Leadership 
Team Minutes 20


th
 March 2018, Executive Minutes 11


th
 May 2018)  


 


Ray Khaliq  


 


Apr 
2018 


UOR10.2 undertake GDPR awareness training for all staff 
On-line training for all staff is complete. (Evidence of training recording 
available from Head of ICT) 


Ray Khaliq  


 


Apr 
2018 


UOR10.3 implement GDPR compliance processes and procedures  
GDPR compliant processes and procedures are embedded within the 
Brigade. Progress report presented to the Brigade’s ELT on 14


th
 Aug 2018. 


(Evidence is available from HICT, ELT Minutes 14
th
 Aug 2018). 


 


Ray Khaliq  


 


May 
2018 


UOR10.4 ensure audit of Information Governance Framework and 
compliance with GDPR  
Hartlepool Borough Council’s Information Management & GDPR Audit is 
complete, with an outcome of ‘Satisfactory Assurance’.   


Ray Khaliq  


 


Sep 
2018 
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Corporate Priority UOR11: Conduct a review of the recruitment, pay and contracts; and 
availability of retained duty system firefighters 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR11.1: agree scope of work and project initiation plan  


A Project Initiation Plan has been agreed 


Ian 
Hayton 


May 
2018 


UOR11.2: develop a range of recruitment material, based on the Home Office 
research, to promote brand and identity 


The retained duty system recruitment marketing material was launched in early 
August 2018 on a website linked to the Home Office. The Brigade has done a 
significant amount of work to incorporate the literature and material into our 
ongoing recruitment campaigns including issues of videos, new recruitment 
banners; links to national websites etc. Wider work such as recruitment partners 
with local employers and RDS WM involved in recruitment processes are planned. 
ELT received a full briefing on work to date and planned activity on 20


th
 Sep 2018. 


This specific action is complete and the activities will form part of the overall 
outcomes of the RDS project in relation to attracting people to the RDS workforce. 
(Evidence: ELT Mins 20


th
 Sep 2018 and e mail KW to DT and NM 23


rd
 Sep 2018) 


Karen 
Winter 


Dec 
2018 


UOR11.3: undertake a baseline evaluation of current contractual 
arrangements including pay models and availability 


Retained Firefighters are a vital to our emergency response capability. The 
Brigade has six retained fire stations and eight retained fire appliances. Currently 
the availability of retained firefighters and therefore retained fire appliances is 
sporadic due to a variety of inter-dependent and complex issues. The CFO has 
agreed with the Project Manager that the approach will consist of five phases: 
1. conduct baseline analysis of the current position of the retained duty system 


and specifically retained availability 
2. conduct a gap analysis of the issues negatively impacting on retained 


availability 
3. produce a report of the research findings, gap analysis and future options;  
4. produce a management action Plan to implement improvements to availability 
5. produce a proposal for consultation based on the above 
Currently, phases 1- 4 are complete. Phase 5 draft proposal has been produced 
for consideration by ELT in March 2019. 


Ian 
Hayton 


Sep 
2018 


UOR11.4: provide options for future retained duty system that enhances 
efficiency and effectiveness 


Subject to ELT considerations of the future options consultation with staff and 
trade union representatives will commence May 2019. The complexity of this 
project means that the implementation will continue into 2019/20.  


Ian 
Hayton 


Mar 
2019 
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Corporate Priority UOR12: Develop a joint police and fire prevention strategy 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR12.1 produce a draft police and  fire prevention strategy 


Contact has been made with ACC Jason Harwin who has allocated project to 
Chief Superintendent Alistair Simpson. Scope of project being developed. 


Steve 
Johnson 


Aug 
2018 


UOR12.2 produce a final police and  fire prevention strategy 


 


Steve 
Johnson 


Oct 
2018 


UOR12.3 implement year 1 action plan 
 


Steve 
Johnson 


Mar 
2019 


Since the introduction of this project further discussions have taken place with Cleveland Police on 
developing a programme of collaboration for both organisations. This work, on the development of 
the programme, has commenced and once finalised and agreed will form future collaboration work 
schedules for the Brigade. A new project to progress the work programme will commence in Apr 
2019. 


 


Corporate Priority UOR14: Explore collaborative opportunities for training and developing 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR14.1 identify potential options to develop partnership arrangements for 
shared training and delivery options 


Collaboration discussions are currently underway with the Police re opportunities 
for learning and development.  Police are also sharing facilities in relation to the 
delivery of training courses. A joint Police and Fire strategic exercise is planned in 
December which will include the use of the Brigade’s incident command facilities. 


Collaboration with regionals FRSs is continuing in relation to Hazmat training for 
Flexi-Duty Officers. 


Ray 
Khaliq 


Sep 
2018 


Since the introduction of this project further discussions have taken place with Cleveland Police on 
developing a programme of collaboration for both organisations. This work, on the development of 
the programme, has commenced and once finalised and agreed will form future collaboration work 
schedules for the Brigade. A new project to progress the work programme will commence in Apr 
2019. 


 


Corporate Priority UOR15: Explore collaborative opportunities for sharing/integrating 
support services 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR15.1  agree project scope of work and project plan  Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2019 


Since the introduction of this project further discussions have taken place with Cleveland Police on 
developing a programme of collaboration for both organisations. This work, on the development of 
the programme, has commenced and once finalised and agreed will form future collaboration work 
schedules for the Brigade. A new project to progress the work programme will commence in Apr 
2019. 
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Corporate Priority UOR16: Explore collaborative opportunities for sharing estate 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR16.1  agree project scope of work and project plan  


 


Ray 
Khaliq 


Mar 
2019 


Since the introduction of this project further discussions have taken place with Cleveland Police on 
developing a programme of collaboration for both organisations. This work, on the development of 
the programme, has commenced and once finalised and agreed will form future collaboration work 
schedules for the Brigade. A new project to progress the work programme will commence in Apr 
2019. 


 


Corporate Priority UOR17: Explore collaborative opportunities for ICT strategies and 
solutions 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR17.1  agree project scope of work and project plan  


A meeting is to be held in Nov 2018 to scope out collaboration project in 
full.  Meanwhile, ICT contracts have been reviewed and renegotiated where 
appropriate and the Head of ICT is working alongside the NFCC procurement 
team to undertake collaborative market testing of a range of future ICT 
procurement requirements.   


Ray 
Khaliq 


Mar 
2019 


Since the introduction of this project further discussions have taken place with Cleveland Police on 
developing a programme of collaboration for both organisations. This work, on the development of 
the programme, has commenced and once finalised and agreed will form future collaboration work 
schedules for the Brigade. A new project to progress the work programme will commence in Apr 
2019. 


 


Corporate Priority UOR18a: Complete New Complex on Queen’s Meadow Business Park 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR18a.1 complete the installation of the training units comprising 
petrochemical rig and fire behaviour units 


This action consists of five ‘lots’: 


Lot 1: Fire House Fit OutThe Fire House is now in use, although a number of 
defects have been identified and are in process of being resolved. 


Lot 2: Line Rescue Mast Installation completed in Sept 2018. 


Lot 3: Petrochemical Rig Preparing planning permission documents for 
submission to Hartlepool Borough Council.  Contract price received and 
procurement report due to go to CFA in March 2019.   


Lot 4 – LPG Units These units are merged in with the work for the Fire Behaviour 
Training Units.   


Lot 5 – Fire Behaviour Training Units  Preparing planning permission documents 
for submission to Hartlepool Borough Council.  Contract price received and 
procurement report due to go to CFA in March 2019.   


The action will be carried forward to 2019/20 (ELT minutes 26
th
 Nov 2018) 


Ray 
Khaliq 


 


Oct 
2018 


UOR18a.2 complete the development of the Queen’s Meadow Complex 
The landscaping of the Queen’s Meadow Site will take place in spring 2019. 
Therefore this action will be carried forward to 2019/20 (ELT mins 26


th
 Nov 2018) 


Ray 
Khaliq 


Nov 
2018 
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Corporate Priority UOR18b: Refurbish Stockton fire station 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR18b.1 develop work specification and undertake procurement 


Work specification completed.  Cost estimates received for the 
refurbishment.  Procurement exercise due to commence in April 2019. 


Ray 
Khaliq 


 


Apr 
2019 


UOR18b.2 appoint primary contractors to complete refurbishment works 


Appointment of contractors to follow on from procurement exercise 


Ray 
Khaliq 


 


Mar 
2019 


UOR18b.3 plan and implement temporary accommodation on site 


Stockton TA Centre no longer an option for temporary accommodation.  Now 
searching for a suitable temporary industrial unit in the Portrack area of Stockton. 


Ray 
Khaliq 


 


Mar 
2019 


UOR18b.4 commence refurbishment work Ray 
Khaliq 


Mar 
2019 


UOR18b.5 complete refurbishment Stockton fire station 


ELT decision on 26
th
 Nov 2018 - project to be carried forward to 2019/20   


Ray 
Khaliq 


Mar 
2019 


 


Corporate Priority UOR18c: Refurbish Guisborough fire station 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR18c.1 develop works specification and undertake procurement 


Works specification and procurement process completed Nov 2018. 


Ray 
Khaliq 


 


Mar 
2019 


UOR18c.2 appoint primary contractor to complete refurbishment  


Contract Awarded by CFA Exec on 25
th
 Jan 2019.    


Ray 
Khaliq 


Jan 
2019 


UOR18c.3 plan and implement temporary accommodation on site 


Planning of temporary accommodation in progress, to be ready for 
implementation prior to refurbishment works commencing. 


Ray 
Khaliq 


 


May 
2019 


UOR18c.4 commence refurbishment works 


Refurbishment works provisionally scheduled to commence Jun 2019 


Ray 
Khaliq 


 


Aug 
2019 


UOR18c.5 complete refurbishment and re-occupy Guisborough fire station 


ELT decision on 26
th
 Nov 2018 - project to be carried forward to 2019/20   


Ray 
Khaliq 


Sep 
2019 
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Corporate Priority UOR18d: Refurbish Loftus fire station 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR18d.1 develop works specification and undertake procurement 


Works specification and procurement process completed NOV 2018. 


Ray 
Khaliq 


 


Mar 
2019 


UOR18d.2 appoint primary contractor to complete refurbishment  


Contract Awarded by CFA Exec on 25
th
 Jan 2019.    


Ray 
Khaliq 


Jan 
2019 


UOR18d.3 plan and implement temporary accommodation on site 


Planning of temporary accommodation in progress, to be ready for 
implementation prior to refurbishment works commencing. 


Ray 
Khaliq 


 


May 
2019 


UOR18d.4 commence refurbishment works 


Refurbishment works provisionally scheduled to commence Jun 2019 


Ray 
Khaliq 


 


Aug 
2019 


UOR18d.5 complete refurbishment and re-occupy Guisborough fire station 


ELT decision on 26
th
 Nov 2018 - project to be carried forward to 2019/20   


Ray 
Khaliq 


Sep 
2019 


 


Corporate Priority UOR19: Revenue Budget 2018/19 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR19.1 undertake budget adjustments to reflect CIRMP Year 1 savings 


Budget adjustments relating to the removal of a Director’s post; 0.5 x Personal 
Assistant’s post; the allowance re Principal Officer Cover; 2 x Group Manager’s 
posts; 4 x Crew Manager and 4 x Firefighters posts; previous budget provision 
for Grangetown and Thornaby RDS and non-pay budgets; and the addition of 2 
x Area Manager’s posts and flexi duty station manager development have been 
undertaken by the Head Of Finance.  


  


The above budget adjustments amount to savings of £803,680; £752,000 of 
which are required for 2018/19 and the remainder (£51,680) being used to 
address some of the budget shortfalls in 2019/20. These budget adjustments 
were reported and agreed at ELT on 8


th
 May 2018; this action is now complete. 


(Evidence ELT minutes) 


Karen 
Winter 


Apr 
2018 


UOR19.2 use of reserves to balance the 2018/19 budget (£0.202m) 


£202,000 from the reserves has been used to balance the 2018/19 budget as 
reported to ELT on 8


th
 May 2018. Action now complete. (Evidence ELT minutes) 


 


Karen 
Winter 


Apr 
2018 
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Corporate Priority UOR20: Investigate the benefits and implications of 24 hour working within 
the Brigade 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR20.1 agree scope of work and project plan  


 


Ian 
Hayton 


Mar 
2019 


UOR20.2: undertake a baseline review of current productivity levels for 
operational personnel 


 


Dave 
Turton 


Mar 
2019 


UOR20.3: depending on outcomes from above, produce proposals to 
improve the future productivity levels of operational personnel 


Due to competing priorities this project has been deferred into 2019/20 (ELT 
mins 26


th
 Nov 2018) 


Dave 
Turton 


Mar 
2019 


 


Corporate Priority UOR21: Continue to develop our trading company to generate commercial 
revenues  


Action Lead  Date 


UOR21.1: develop a Five Year Business Plan  


A five year Business Plan has been developed by the Technical Services 
Director and approved by the Company Board on 28


th
 June 2018. (evidence 5 


Year Plan) 


Ian 
Hayton 


Jun 
2018 


UOR21.2: produce a Service Plan 2018/19 


A Business Plan for 2018/19 was approved by the Company Board on 28
th
 June 


2018 (evidence Business Plan 2018/19) 


Ian 
Hayton 


Oct 
2018 


UOR21.3: publish the year end accounts 2017/18 


The 2017/18 accounts were agreed by the Company Board on  28
th
 June 2018 


and have been sent to Companies House for Publication 


Ian 
Hayton  


Dec 
2018 


 


 


Directorate Priority UOR22: Review the future utilisation of the small fires units (SFUs) 


Action Lead Date 


UOR22.1: agree scope of project  


Completed 


Dave 
Turton 


Jan 
2019 


UOR22.2: undertake a baseline review of utilisation of the small fires units 


Mobilisation strategy changed to ensure that SFUs are mobilised to all F3 Fires, 
when the fire is not directly affecting a structure, if available. Revised strategy 
under monitoring prior to evaluation 


Dave 
Turton 


Mar 
2019 


UOR22.3: depending on outcomes from above, produce proposals to 
improve the future utilisation of the small fires unit 


Evaluation exercise planned for August 2019 and therefore this project will carry 
forward to 2019/20 (ELT mins 26


th
 Nov 2018) Project to be incorporated in 


review of CIRMP.  


Dave 
Turton 


Aug 
2019 
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Directorate Priority UOR23: Review our specialist search and rescue capabilities including 
flooding response, water and line rescue and body recovery 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR23.1: agree scope of project and project plan 


The scope of the project has been communicated, to encompass a baseline 
review, options report and recommendations in respect of Water Rescue, 
including flooding; Line Rescue, including Bariatric lifts and Body Recovery. 


Dave 
Turton 


Jun 
2018 


UOR23.2: undertake a baseline review of our fire and rescue capabilities 


Water Rescue, including flooding 
The water rescue baseline review has been drafted by the Brigade’s National 
Resilience Flood Tactical Advisor. Following consideration, further work is 
required on the options section of the document, to inform the recommendations, 
prior to submission 
Line Rescue, including Bariatric lifts 
The Line rescue baseline review has been drafted by the District Manager for 
Middlesbrough. Following consideration, further work is required on the options 
section of the document, to inform the recommendations, prior to submission. 
Body Recovery 
This review has not yet commenced 
 
Agreed between CFO and HER that this work will continue into 2019/20 


Dave 
Turton 


Oct 
2018 


UOR23.3: produce proposals to improve the future provision and 
resilience of our fire and rescue capabilities 


This project will extend over two years therefore this action will carry forward to 
2019/20 (ELT mins 26


th
 Nov 2018) 


Dave 
Turton 


Mar 
2019 
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Directorate Priority UOR 24: Review of Pension Administration and Pension Payroll Services 
(Firefighters’ Pension Schemes) 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR24.1 agree scope of work and project plan 


Draft Project Plan was produced by DCS on 24
th
 Apr 2018 and agreed with 


project team on 17
th
 May and ELT on 5


th
 June 2018 (Evidence Project 


Management Plan; ELT Mins 5
th
 June 2018) 


Karen 
Winter 


May 
2018 


UOR24.2: undertake a baseline review of current pension services 
including services, costs, customer quality and comparisons 


In line with the project plan this action is now complete within timelines and a 
Baseline Review report was approved by ELT on 19


th
 July 2018. Findings from 


the review are set out at the end of the report and in summary demonstrate that 
both the internal and external service provision provide a value for money 
service in term of service quality and price – albeit little comparative date is 
available to establish true comparisons. (Evidence Baseline Review Report; ELT 
Mins 19


th
 July 2018) 


Karen 
Winter 


Jun 
2018 


UOR24.3 produce pensions services options 


On 19
th
 July 2018 a pension services options report was presented by the Head 


of Humans Resources (HHR). The research associated with this report revealed 
other options which may be of potential benefit to the Brigade but were not 
known when agreeing timelines for this project; these being potential 
collaboration with Durham FRS and Cleveland Police; and North Yorkshire 
Pension Services.  ELT requested that these opportunities be further explored 
and subsequently was given approval to extend the contract with the existing 
pension provider to allow this to happen. Approval was given by the Executive 
Committee on 31


st
 August 2018.  


Timelines for the remaining work associated with the Corporate Internal 
Operating Plan were amended accordingly. 
(Evidence draft Pension Options and Final Options/Procurement Reports, ELT 
Mins 19


th
 Jul and 15


th
 Oct 2018, Exec Mins 31


st
 Aug 2018) 


The HHR has completed her research and the outcomes and the preferred 
procurement route were presented to ELT on 23


rd
 Oct 2018.  It was agreed the 


project would proceed on collaborative procurement project with Durham and 
Darlington Fire and Rescue Service in order to combine expertise and resources 
to deliver a cost effect solution. 


Karen 
Winter 


Oct 
2018 


UOR24.4: produce future pension service specification 


A draft pension specification was agreed in principle by the project team on 12
th
 


Sep 2018. It was also agreed that HHR would ensure that P Devlin, C Little, C 
Cordiner and C Hey would be consulted on the specification before it was used. 
In addition HHR would ensure that all aspects of the existing pension 
specification were catered for, as appropriate, in new specification.  
The final specification was shared with the collaborative project partners 
(Durham and Darlington FRS) on 24


th
 October in preparation for the supplier 


engagement event on 6
th
 November. 


Karen 
Winter 


Oct 
2018 


UOR24.5: undertake procurements exercise and award tender  


Carried Forward to2019/20 


Karen 
Winter 


Nov 
2018 - 
May 
2019 


UOR24.6 transition to new provider including communications and 


training requirements  


Carried Forward to 2019/20 


Karen 
Winter 


May -
Nov 
2019 


UOR24.7: terminate existing contract and start new contract 


Carried Forward to 2019/20 


Karen 
Winter 


Dec 
2019 
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Directorate Priority UOR25: Uniform and Clothing Procurement Review 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR25.1 agree scope of work and project plan and UOR25.2: undertake a 
baseline review of current clothing procurement arrangements including 
services, costs, customer quality and comparisons 


At a Brigade uniform procurement review meeting with Cliff Cordiner, Julie 
Richards, Marian Mayes and Simon Weastell on 14


th
 May 2018, the DCS 


requested that the baseline review should be commenced by Cliff Cordiner 
(Evidence e mail KW to the above people dated 15


th
 May 2018). Since that time, 


Simon Weastell has been transferred to the Emergency Response Department 
as part of implementation of organisational review with John Feeney being 
appointed as the new HTS. A meeting with the new team took place on 15


th
 


August 2018, with work to date being discussed. Work will continue with a view 
to producing a final draft of the Baseline Review Report being produced by 
beginning of Oct. (evidence e mail KW to new team 15


th
 August 2018). A 


meeting took place on 16
th
 November 2018 to discuss progress and a final draft 


report is to be provided to the DCS by May 2019 therefore priority carried 
forward to 2019/20. 


Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2019 


UOR25.3: identify future procurement routes for uniform 


This project will run over two years therefore this action is carried forward to 
2019/20 (ELT Mins 26


th
 November 2018) 


Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2019 


Directorate Priority UOR 26: Review of Occupational Health Services 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR26.1 agree scope of work and project plan 


A Project Plan has been agreed with the team. (Evidence Project Plan) 


Karen 
Winter 


Oct 
2018 


UOR26.2: undertake a baseline review of current pension services 
including services, costs, customer quality and comparisons 


A Baseline Review report was approved by ELT on 23
rd


 Oct 2018. Findings from 
the review are set out at the end of the report and in summary demonstrate that 
the service provision provided a value for money service in term of and price 
although little comparative data exists to establish a true comparison. (Evidence 
Baseline Review Report; ELT Mins 23


rd
 Oct 2018) 


Karen 
Winter 


Oct 
2018 


UOR26.3 produce occupational health services option 


Carried Forward to 2019/20 


Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2019 


UOR26.4: produce future occupational health service specification 


Carried Forward to 2019/20 


 


Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2019 


UOR26.5: undertake procurements exercise and award tender  


Carried Forward to 2019/20 


Karen 
Winter 


Jan 
2019 - 
May 
2019 


UOR26.6 transition to new provider including communications and training 
requirements Carried Forward to 2019/20 


Karen 
Winter 


May -
Aug 
2019 


UOR26.7: terminate existing contract and start new contract 


Carried Forward to 2019/20 


Karen 
Winter 


Aug 
2019 - 
Dec 
2019 
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Directorate Priority UOR28: Fleet Maintenance – Collaboration with Cleveland Police 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR28.1: develop an outline business case 


Business Case financial assessment undertaken by Cleveland 
Police.  Determination by Cleveland Police that financial profile of the Business 
Case was unacceptable due to the level of structural set up costs and due to the 
extended period to ‘break even’. Therefore Cleveland Police have determined not 
to progress any further with this collaboration project”.   
  
Directorate Priority UOR28 – Fleet Maintenance Collaboration with Cleveland 
Police is to be re-considered in the context of the recently agreed statement of 
intent. This priority is cf/wd to 2019/20therefore concluded. 


Ray 
Khaliq 


Jun 
2018 


UOR28.2: approve the business case Ray 
Khaliq 


Aug 
2018 


UOR28.3: prepare the arrangements regarding accommodation and 
plant/equipment 


Ray 
Khaliq 


Dec 
2018 


UOR28.4: manage staff requirements 
 


Ray 
Khaliq 


Mar 
2019 


UOR28.5: implement fleet maintenance services to Cleveland Police 
 


Ray 
Khaliq 


Jun 
2019 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Directorate Priority UOR27: Review of Financial Services 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR27.1: agree scope and project plan Karen 
Winter 


Nov 
2018 


UOR27.2: undertake a baseline review of current financial services 
including services, costs, customer quality and comparison 


Karen 
Winter 


Dec 
2018 


UOR27.3: produce future financial service specification Karen 
Winter 


Jan 
2019 


UOR27.4: produce future financial service options Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2019 


UOR27.5: undertake tender exercise, if appropriate, for future financial 
service 


Karen 
Winter 


Aug 
2019 


UOR27.6: award tender Karen 
Winter 


Dec 
2019 


UOR27.7: implement new financial service arrangements Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2020 


In Nov 2018 ELT agreed that, in light of the collaboration exploration work with Cleveland Police in 
relation to enabling services anticipated in 2019 and given our satisfaction with existing service 
provider, this project should be deferred into 2019/20. 
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Directorate Priority UOR29: Performance Management  Framework 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR29.1 implement new performance framework aligned to goals, aims 
and strategic objectives set out in new CIRMP 2018-22  


Work Feb -Jun 2018 DCS, HRP and HLD resulted in a new Performance 


Management Policy and Framework that sets out the Authority’s commitment to 


performance management and the arrangements that are in place to support 


that commitment at strategic, tactical and individual level. The Policy and 


Framework was agreed by ELT 14
th
 Aug 208 and Authority’ Executive 


Committee on 31
st
 Aug 2018. (Evidence: Performance Management Policy and 


Framework; ELT minutes 14
th
 Aug 2018 and Executive minutes 31 Aug 2018). 


 


The CIRMP 2018-22 introduced new strategic goals and outcomes which require 


a new corporate indicator suite to ensure appropriate measurement of success. 


This work is now approved by ELT on 14
th
 Aug 2018 and Executive Committee 


on 31
st
 Aug 2018. (Evidence: Corporate Indicator Suite; ELT minutes 14


th
 Aug 


2018 and Executive minutes 31 Aug 2018).  


Karen 
Winter 


Jun 
2018 


UOR29.2 incorporate professional standards into performance framework  


We continue to monitor national work with a view to implementing any new 
professional standards into our existing frameworks. 


Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2019 


 


 


Directorate Priority UOR30: Assurance Framework 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR30.1 implement new assurance framework aligned to goals, aims and 
strategic objectives set out in new CIRMP 2018-22  


This action was incorporated into the Internal Operating Plan in two places. See 
action 35.3 for latest update. 


Karen 
Winter 


Jun 
2018 


 


 


Directorate Priority: UOR31: Produce Service Plan 2019/20 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR31.1: agree 2019/20 priorities 


Service Plan Priorities agreed by ELT Feb 2018 and reflected into Corporate 
Risk Register. These will form the basis of the Service Plan for 2019/20 


Karen 
Winter 


Jan 
2019 


UOR31.2: produce Service Plan 2019/20 


Service Plan agreed by CFA Mar 2019 


Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2019 


Directorate Priority UOR32:  Review MTFS 2018-22 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR32.1 monitor achievement of efficiencies of Year 1 CIRMP 


Achievement of efficiencies has been monitored through ELT. All 2018/19 
savings to support CIRMP Year 1 have been achieved 


Karen 
Winter 


Sep 
2018 


 


UOR32.2 review medium term financial strategy in light of any revised 
budget settlements and adjust MTFS and Year 2 of CIRMP 


A review of MTFS has been undertaken and financial planning options were 
presented to Exec in Jan 2019 and CFA in Feb 2019, where the Budget 2019/20 
was approved. 


Karen 
Winter 


Dec 
2018 
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Directorate Priority UOR33: Achieve an Unqualified Opinion from External Audit on the 
Financial Statement 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR33.1 prepare end of year accounts 


Audit work is complete. The final accounts were approved by CFA on 27th July, 
2018. Financial statements have been published and accounts are out for public 
inspection. 


Karen 
Winter 


Jul 
2018 


UOR33.2 achieve an unqualified opinion on the financial statement 


Accounts completed and deposited with the auditors on 31
st
, May, 2018.  Audit 


completion report approved by CFA on 27th July which included an unqualified 
opinion on the financial statement (minute 35.1 refers). 


Karen 
Winter 


Dec 
2018 


Directorate Priority UOR34: Achieve an Unqualified Opinion from External Audit on Value for 
Money 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR34.1 achieve an unqualified opinion on value for money 


Accounts completed and deposited with the auditors on 31
st
 May, 2018.  Audit 


completion report approved by CFA on 27th July which included their unqualified 
opinion on Value For Money (minute 35.1 refers). 


Karen 
Winter 


Dec 
2018 


Directorate Priority UOR35: Home Office Inspection 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR35.1: align performance framework to support inspection 


A meeting between the DCS and the HRP on 9th May 2018 assessed the work 
required for this project and the principles associated with the performance 
framework. The HRP captured the discussions and produced a final draft 
framework for 5


th
 Jun 2018. (Evidence email from Karen Winter to Tim Graham 


and Chris Chisholm 10
th
 May 2018). This work is complete relating to HMICFRS; 


the performance management project is driven through Project no UOR 29.1. 


Karen 
Winter 


Jul 
2018 


UOR35.2: fulfil Home Office data collection requirements 


Data collection requests from HMICFRS were sent to Brigades in March 2018. 
These were co-ordinated and collated by the Head of Risk and Performance 
(HRP). Challenge was undertaken to the Brigade’s data submissions by ELT on 
23


rd
 April 2018. Each section head was given feedback on any revisions required 


to their submissions. The Head of Learning and Development (HLD) and the 
HRP submitted the final data to HMICFRS on 30


th
 Apr 2018 via the HMI 


‘Huddle’. (Evidence e mail to Chris Chisholm and Karen Winter from Tim 
Graham 30


th
 Apr 2018; data submission held by HRP and the Huddle).  


Karen 
Winter 


Jul 
2018 


UOR35.3: expand assurance framework to support Inspection 


An assurance framework, that brings together internal and external assurance 
arrangements and incorporates responsibilities was approved by ELT on 21


st
 


Sep 2018 and presented to the Executive Committee on 28
th
 September 2018 


(Evidence ELT minutes 20
th


 Sep 2018 and Executive minutes 28
th
 Sep 2018).  


Karen 
Winter 


Jul 
2018 


UOR35.4: Prepare for Document Request as per HMICFRS Prep Plan 


Section Heads provided required information to the Director of Corporate 
Services by the end of July. The HLD has established a document repository on 
FISH and a ‘Gap Analysis’ report was presented to the ELT meeting on 14


th
 Aug 


2018. All documents were either immediately available or in the process of being 
updated. The ‘gap analysis’ report, produced by the Brigade’s Organisational 
Assurance Team, will now be a standing item at the ELT meeting until such 
times as requested by the Inspectorate. (Evidence ELT minutes 14


th
 Aug 2018) 


Karen 
Winter 


Aug 
2018 
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UOR35.5 a Prepare Gap Analysis against the Adrian Thomas Report 


The refresh of the ‘Gap Analysis’ against the Adrian Thomas Report to the 
Executive Leadership Team on 18


th
 Jul 2018. No gaps were identified. 


(Evidence ELT minutes 18
th


 Jul 2018) 


Karen 
Winter 


Aug 
2018 


UOR35.5 b Prepare Gap Analysis against the Avon Report 


The ‘Gap Analysis’ against the Avon  report has commenced  by the Legal 
Advisor and was presented to the Brigade’s ELT on 20


th
 Sep 2018 and executive 


Committee on 23
rd


 Nov 2018. 


Peter 
Devlin 


Sep 
2018 


UOR35.5 c Prepare Gap Analysis against the National Framework 
Document 


Each Head of Department has assessed the requirements of the National 
Framework document and identified any gaps within their self-assessment 
submissions in preparation for HMICFRS inspection.  


Ian 
Hayton 


Sep 
2018 


UOR35.5 d Prepare Gap Analysis against the Kerslake Report 


The ‘Gap Analysis’ against the Kerslake report has been completed and 
presented to senior officers in Dec 2018; a follow up session was undertaken 
with ELT and senior officers on 12


th
 Feb 2019 


Ian 
Hayton 


Sep 
2018 


UOR35.5 e Prepare Gap Analysis against the Dame Judith Hackett Report 


The ‘Gap Analysis’ against the Dame Judith Hackett Report was presented to 
the Executive Leadership Team on 14


th
 Aug 2018. A lot of the recommendations 


were either in hand or required legislative/national policy change. Our Head of 
Fire Engineering is keeping a watching brief and advising the ELT as 
appropriate.(Evidence ELT minutes 14


th
 Aug 2018) 


Peter 
Devlin 


Sep 
2018 


UOR35.6 Prepare Position Statement and Self-Assessment as per timelines 
in HMICFRS Prep Plan 


The self-assessment is well underway with all Heads of Departments completing 
their submissions by the deadline of 31


st
 Oct 2018. The DCS is currently pulling 


all submissions together into one overall self-assessment. This will then be 
challenged by ELT to ensure we have the most accurate picture of the Brigade, 
highlighting out strengths and areas for improvement. We are working to a new 
schedule provided by HMICFRS and therefore this will be c/fwd into 2019/20. 


Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2019 


UOR35.7: Prepare Strategic Brief as per timelines in HMICFRS Prep Plan 


Carried Forward to 2019/20 


Ian 
Hayton  


Feb 
2019 


UOR35.8: Prepare Fieldwork Arrangements as per timelines in HMICFRS 
Prep Plan  Carried Forward to 2019/20 


Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2019 


UOR35.9: Produce Comms and Marketing Strategy to support HMICFRS 
Preparations  


An HMICFRS communications plan was agreed by ELT on 20
th
 September 2018 


which included actions for pre, during and post Inspection. Since then the NFCC 
film on HMICFRS has been shared with all staff, a standing article ‘Update on 
HMICFRS’ has begun to appear in FireWire staff magazine and the first two 
HMICFRS monthly updates have been sent out to all staff and printed copies are 
on station noticeboards.  A new HMICFRS area has also been created on FISH 
which can be accessed via the portal on the FISH home page. Implementation of 
the Plan will continue until after Inspection – this action is now complete. 


Steve 
Johnson 


July 
2018 
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Directorate Priority UOR36: Policy Framework  


Action Lead  Date 


UOR36.1: review the employee induction policy and procedure 


A Procedure has been produced by the Head of Human Resources and agreed 
by the ELT. This was consulted upon and agreement provided by Trade Unions in 
June.  The procedure is now uploaded on to the intranet and the roll out of 
training is being developed. (Evidence ELT Minutes 18


th
 Apr 2018) 


Karen 
Winter 


May 
2018 


UOR36.2: review Green Book annualised hours procedure  


This is a carry forward project from 2017/18.  The Annualised Hours Duty System 
for Green Book Employees has been reviewed and as a result has been better 
aligned to incorporate aspects of the Special Leave Policy No. 34 and Family 
Friendly Policy No. 35.  It was approved at ELT on 19


th
 July following consultation 


with Unison in June 2018. Evidence: Email to Unison from KW 18
th
 Jun 2018; ELT 


Minutes 19
th
 Jul 2018 and Green Book Annualised Hours Procedure Jul 2018. 


Karen 
Winter 


Jun 
2018 


UOR36.3: review Grey Book Whole-time and Control Room annualised 
hours procedure  


The control room review of annualised hours has been undertaken as part of the 
review of Control (UOR 3) which is currently out for consultation with the FBU.  


The whole-time review of annualised hours will be incorporated within UOR1 whih 
is c/fwd to 2019/20. 


Ian 
Hayton 


Dec 
2018 


UOR36.4: review bullying and harassment policy and procedure 


The long term absence of the DTS has resulted in increased workloads and 
priorities being shared by the remaining directorates. This has impacted the 
capacity to deliver all corporate projects at the same pace. As a result the timeline 
for this project has been revised from Jun 2018 to Jan 2019. Following 
consultation with FBU and Unison the anti-bullying and harassment policy and 
procedure was approved by ELT on 23


rd
 Oct and Exec on 23


rd
 Nov 2018.   


Karen 
Winter 


Jan 
2019 


UOR36.5: review discipline policy and procedure 


The long term absence of the DTS has resulted in increased workloads and 
priorities being shared by the remaining directorates. This has impacted the 
capacity to deliver all corporate projects at the same pace. As a result the timeline 
for this project has been revised from Jun 2018 to Jan 2019. The discipline policy 
and procedure was approved by ELT on 15


th
 Nov and Exec on 23


rd
 Nov 2018 and 


subject to consultation with Unison and FBU.   


Karen 
Winter 


Jan 
2019 


UOR36.6: review grievance policy and procedure 


The long term absence of the DTS has resulted in increased workloads and 
priorities being shared by the remaining directorates. This has impacted the 
capacity to deliver all corporate projects at the same pace. As a result the timeline 
for this project has been revised from Jun 2018 to Jan 2019. The grievance policy 
and procedure was approved by ELT on 15


th
 Nov and Exec on 23


rd
 Nov 2018 and 


subject to consultation with Unison and FBU.   


Karen 
Winter 


Jan 
2019 


UOR36.7 review the risk management framework 


In developing the CIRMP 2018-22 the risk management arrangements were 
considered and it was decided that a strategy was no longer required and that a 
framework to ensure cross cutting risk management arrangements were captured 
and applied by all staff. As such the nature of the project has changed and is to 
be completed in 2018/19. A new policy and framework was approved by ELT on 
23


rd
 Oct 2018 and presented to the Executive Committee on 23


rd
 Nov 2018 


(Evidence mins of ELT 23
rd


 Oct and Exec 23
rd


 Nov 2018). 


Karen 
Winter 


Oct  
2018 


UOR36.8 review the retirement policy and procedure 


ELT 26/11/18 c/fwd to 2019/20 


Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2019 


UOR36.9 review the re-employment following retirement policy and 
procedure 


ELT 26/11/18 c/fwd to 2019/20 


Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2019 
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UOR36.10 review the redeployment policy and procedure 


.ELT 26/11/18 c/fwd to 2019/20 


Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2019 


UOR36.11 review the redundancy policy and procedure 


ELT 26/11/18 c/fwd to 2019/20 


Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2019 


UOR36.12: review the risk critical policies and/or procedures in Prevention 


Review complete see key document framework 


Steve 
Johnson 


Mar 
2019 


UOR36.13: review the risk critical policies and/or procedures in Protection 


Review complete see key document framework 


Steve 
Johnson 


Mar 
2019 


UOR36.14: review the risk critical policies and/or procedures in Emergency 
Response 


A Task and Finish Group has been established to agree and oversee a 
programme of review for risk critical procedures, to support the implementation of 
National Operational Guidance, recognising their impact on Standard Operating 
Procedures. Operational SOPs reviewed and updated. L&D procedures reviewed. 


Work will continue under the NOG implementation programme in 2019/20. 


Dave 
Turton 


Mar 
2019 


UOR36.15: review the disclosure and barring policy and procedure 


ELT 26/11/18 c/fwd to 2019/20 


Nicola 
Moore 


Mar 
2019 


UOR36.16: review the Reservists policy and procedure 


ELT 26/11/18 c/fwd to 2019/20 


Nicola 
Moore 


Mar 
2019 


UOR36.17: review the key document framework policy, strategy and guides 


Document framework produced in draft – final document anticipated May 2019 


Bev 
Parker 


Mar 
2019 


Directorate Priority UOR37: Corporate Governance Framework  


Action Lead  Date 


UOR37.1: review the meeting and decision making structures framework in 
light of new senior management review 


The Brigade's Meeting and Decision Making Structures document has been 
updated to reflect the implementation of the Brigade's new managerial structure. 
This includes an update of the format of the document to align to the current 
Brigade policy format and addition of the word 'inclusion' to strengthen our 
commitment to Equality and Diversity. Paragraph 2.2 is new. FBU and Unison have 
been consulted on 16th June and feedback from them was provided by the DCS to 
ELT on 19


th
 July prior to approval. (Evidence Meeting and Decision Making 


Structures document; Email from Karen Winter to FBU and Unison 16
th
 June 2018; 


ELT Minutes 19
th
 July 2018)  


Karen 
Winter 


Jun 
2018 


UOR37.2: review the Brigade’s key document framework 


Action in twice 36.17 


Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2019 


UOR37.3: review the project planning arrangements in relation to the delivery 
of projects 


The Brigade’s project management arrangements have been reviewed and this has 
resulted in a new project management procedure which has been approved by the 
Executive Leadership Team on 14


th
 August 2018 (evidence ELT minutes 14


th
 Aug 


2018 and Project Planning Procedure) Section Heads have been informed of the 
new procedure and the key document framework has been updated. 


Karen 
Winter 


Aug 
2018 


UOR37.4: review the impact analysis arrangements in relation to delivery of 
projects 


The impacts of projects are now considered as part of the project management 
arrangements above; this action is now therefore complete.  


Karen 
Winter 


Sep 
2018 
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Directorate Priority UOR38: Produce a Value for Money Strategic Assessment on CFA 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR38.1: agree scope of VFM assessment  


Efficiency is being assessed as part of HMICFRS inspection – work directed into 
self-assessment. 


Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2019 


UOR38.2: produce VFM strategic assessment on CFA 


Efficiency is being assessed as part of HMICFRS inspection – work directed into 
self-assessment. 


Karen 
Winter  


Aug 
2019 


Directorate Priority UOR39: Implement New Human Resource Information System 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR39.1: complete procurement exercise 


Original agreement was to procure a new HR System through a collaborative 
contract with another emergency service. Progress towards that contract award, 
under CSS framework, deferred as a result of due diligence concerns by 
Northumbria Police and their subsequent withdrawal. A new market search is now 
being undertaken and alternative collaborative opportunities are being pursued. 
This potentially pushes the project out to 2020/21. Work will continue into 2019/20. 


Karen 
Winter 


Jan 
2019 


UOR39.2: provide project implementation plan 


Project documentation produced aligned to original project deadlines. With 
reference to 39.1 revised project documentation will be produced once an 
alternative procurement or collaborative opportunity has been identified. Work will 
continue into 2019/20. 


Karen 
Winter 


Feb  
2019 


UOR39.3: actions to be determined once project plan above has been agreed  


As above work will continue into 2019/20 


Karen 
Winter 


TBD 


Directorate Priority UOR40: Explore the use of a graduate entry scheme within the Brigade 
(linked to Leadership Strategy) 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR40.1: agree project scope and project plan  Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2019 


UOR40.2: actions to be determined once project plan above has been agreed  Karen 
Winter 


TBD 


This project is to be incorporated into a larger project that focuses on workforce and succession 
planning in 2019/20. Therefore it is carried forward to 2019/20 (ELT Mins 26


th
 Nov 2018) 


Directorate Priority UOR41: Explore the use of accelerated promotion within the Brigade linked 
to Leadership Strategy 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR41.1: agree project scope and project plan Karen 
Winter 


Mar 
2019 


UOR41.2: actions to be determined once project plan above has been 
agreed  


Karen 
Winter 


TBD 


This project is to be incorporated into a larger project that focuses on workforce and succession 
planning in 2019/20. Therefore it is carried forward to 2019/20 (ELT Mins 26


th
 Nov 2018) 
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Directorate Priority UOR43: Safeguarding 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR43.1: review Vulnerable Persons procedure to ensure safeguarding 
arrangements for adults and children are fit for purpose, including links 
with enforcement and modern day slavery 


This action is in twice see SSC15 


Steve 
Johnson 


Sep 
2018 


 


Directorate Priority UOR42: Partnership Working 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR42.1: agree project scope and project plan 


The project plan commenced and on completion will be agreed with the Chief 
Fire Officer 


Joe 
Flounders 


Sep 
2018 


 


UOR42.2: review partnership register 


All heads of department have been requested to forward details of their existing 
partnership arrangements to Head of Fire Engineering. Given competing 
priorities ELT agreed to extend the deadline of this action to March 2019 


Joe 
Flounders  


 


Mar 
2019 


UOR42.3: review partnership framework 


ELT agreed on 26
th
 Nov 2018 that this action would require more extensive work 


and therefore it was to be continued into 2019/20 


Joe 
Flounders 


Dec 
2018 


Directorate Priority UOR44: Procurement Framework 


Action Lead  Date 


UOR44.1: review the Authority’s Contract Procedure Rules 


The Authority’s Contract Procedure Rules have been reviewed to reflect the roles 
and responsibilities associated with the new organisational structure that was 
implemented on 1


st
 Apr 2018. The draft rules were presented for comment to ELT 


on 23
rd


 Oct 2018 and to the Fire Authority’s Executive Committee on 23
rd


 Nov 
2018.  The Scheme of Delegation was also updated and approved to reflect the 
CPR changes (Evidence ELT minutes 23


rd
 Oct 2018, Executive mins 23


rd
 Nov 


2018 and CFA mins 14th Dec 2018) 


Karen 
Winter 


Nov 
2018 


UOR44.2: review the Authority’s Procurement Policy and Strategy 


The Authority’s Procurement Strategy was approved by ELT on 23
rd


 Octr 2018 
and presented to the Fire Authority’s Executive Committee on 23


rd
 November 


2018. (Evidence ELT mins 23
rd


 Oct 2018 and Executive Minss 23
rd


 Nov 2018) 


Karen 
Winter 


Sep  


2018 
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INFORMATION & COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY 
(ICT) POLICY & STRATEGY 2019-22 
 
REPORT OF THE CHIEF FIRE OFFICER 
 


 
 
 
   


 


 
 


 
 


1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.1 To seek approval for the Authority’s Information & Communications Technology 


(ICT) Policy 2019-22 attached as Appendix A and to note the ICT Strategy 2019-22 
attached as Appendix B. 


 
 
2. RECOMMENDATION 
 
2.1 To approve the Authority’s ICT Policy 2019-22 attached as Appendix A and to note 


the ICT Strategy 2019-22 attached as Appendix B. 
 


 


3. ICT POLICY AND STRATEGY 2019-22 
 


3.1 The Authority’s ICT Policy and Strategy, dated 2015 and covering the period 2015-
19, have been reviewed in line with the Authority’s Policy Framework arrangements, 
brought up to date and redesigned. 
 


3.2 The Policy aims to drive forward continued transformation in the Authority’s use of 
ICT to enable more efficient processes and improve service delivery and smarter 
ways of working. 
 


3.3 The Policy and Strategy are a key element in the delivery of the Authority’s strategic 
goal of ‘Efficient Use of Resources’.  
 


3.4 The Policy attached as Appendix A sets out the Authority’s commitment to 
innovation through technology and approach to ICT under four new themes – 
Automation, Collaboration, Insight and Governance. 


 
3.5 The Strategy attached as Appendix B presents the Authority’s approach to 


continuing to deliver modern ICT services that are flexible, resilient, efficient and 
effective.  The four new themes align with the Authority’s strategic objectives and 
produce a set of eleven ICT outcomes to be achieved over the next three years.  
 


3.6 The Policy and Strategy have been equality impact assessed and demonstrate 
positive outcomes relating to equality and fairness through the use of technology. 
 
 
 


For Approval 
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3.7 There is no additional financial investment required above and beyond the 
resources already in place now or else agreed within our Asset Management Plan 
2018-26. 
 
 


 


IAN HAYTON                                                                                                KAREN WINTER 
CHIEF FIRE OFFICER                                         DIRECTOR OF CORPORATE SERVICES 
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MEMBERS OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE - 
 
HARTLEPOOL :   Councillor   -  Rob Cook 
MIDDLESBROUGH  :   Councillors  -  Jan Brunton Dobson, Tom Mawston 
REDCAR & CLEVELAND   :   Councillor    -  Ray Goddard, Mary Ovens 
STOCKTON ON TEES  :   Councillors    - Jean O’Donnell, William Woodhead MBE 


  
 


A   G   E   N   D   A 
    
                               
1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 


 
2. DECLARATIONS OF MEMBERS INTEREST 


 


3. TO CONFIRM THE MINUTES OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING ON 25 
JANUARY 2019 
 


4. TO RECEIVE THE REPORTS OF THE CHIEF FIRE OFFICER 
4.1 ICT Policy and Strategy  2019-22 
4.2 CIRMP 2018/19 - Progress Update    
4.3 Safe Place Scheme 
4.4 Gender Pay Gap 2018/19  
4.5 HMICFRS Inspections 2018/19 - Update  
4.6 Health, Safety & Wellbeing Awards  


 
5. TO RECEIVE THE REPORT OF THE LEGAL ADVISER & MONITORING OFFICER 


5.1 Pay Policy Statement 2019/20  
 


6. ANY OTHER BUSINESS WHICH, IN THE OPINION OF THE CHAIR, SHOULD BE 
CONSIDERED AS A MATTER OF URGENCY 


  
7. LOCAL GOVERNMENT (ACCESS TO INFORMATION) (VARIATION ORDER) 2006  


Members are requested to pass the following resolution:- 
“That under Section 100(A) (4) of the Local Government Act 1972, the press and public be excluded 
from the meeting for the following items of business, on the grounds that it involves the likely 
disclosure of exempt information as defined in paragraphs 3 & 4 of Part 1 Schedule 12A of the Local 
Government Act 1972 as amended by the Local Government (Access to Information) (Variation) Order 
2006, namely information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular person (including 
the authority) holding that information and namely information relating to any consultations or 
negotiations, or contemplated consultations or negotiations, in connection with any labour relations 
matter arising between the authority or a Minister of the Crown and employees of, or office holders 
under, the authority.”  


 


 


C L E V E L A N D  F I R E  A U T H O R I T Y  


E X E C U T I V E  C O M M I T T E E  
 
8  M A R C H  2 0 1 9  -  1 1 : 1 5 A M  


 
 


TRAINING & ADMINISTRATION HUB, ENDEAVOUR HOUSE,   
QUEENS MEADOW BUSINESS PARK,  HARTLEPOOL,  TS25 5TH 
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A   G   E   N   D   A  
 


- 2 - 
 
 
8.       TO CONFIRM THE CONFIDENTIAL MINUTES OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
          ON 25 JANUARY 2019    
 
 
9. TO RECEIVE THE CONFIDENTIAL REPORTS OF THE CHIEF FIRE OFFICER 
 9.1 Procurement Progress Report  
 9.2 Provision of Cleaning Services – Tender Acceptance 
 9.3 Provision of Security Services – Tender Acceptance 
 9.4 Provision of Training Props to Queens Meadow Complex – Tender 


Acceptance 
 
10.   ANY OTHER CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS WHICH, IN THE OPINION OF THE 


CHAIR, SHOULD BE CONSIDERED AS A MATTER OF URGENCY 
 
  
 
 
 


 
C L E V E L A N D  F I R E  A U T H O R I T Y  


E X E C U T I V E  C O M M I T T E E  
 
8  M A R C H  2 0 1 9  -  1 1 : 1 5 A M  
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